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Presidential Platforms
Vince Guilin

If re-elected as A.S. President, this
administration would not only be
unique in its achievements of the
past, but also in its opportunities for
the future. This success is based
upon a foundation that has taken
two years of work and dedication to
build. Channels of communication
between all elements and levels of
the university community have been
defined, broadened and most of all,
heeded. Through responsible man
agement of student funds and in
terests, this administration has earn
ed the distinction of being a credible,
integral and functioning part of

USD. My re-election would shore up
this existing foundation of achieve
ment by increasing the productivity
and effectiveness of the ASB. More
time will be spent meeting the needs
of the students with programs and
policies rather than in developing the
necessary ties to achieve them or in
repeating the mistakes of prior ad
ministrations.
With the limited space available, I
can only touch upon the develop
ments in the major programs and
policies of this administration which I
plan on following through with if I
am re-elected to the next.
ASB Finances: Fiscal misman
agement and financial insolvency
have been the plague of many
previous administrations. I plan to
continue the stTict fiscal controls
which have made these last two ad
ministrations in which 1 have served
as Vice President and President,
models of fiscal responsibility in the
spending of your ASB dollars. The
newly created Operational Budget
Policy has supplied items necessary
to the quality of student life such as
the A.S. Late Night Study Supervis
ed Areas, typewriters for use in the
library and these areas and the im
provement of campus Game
Rooms.
Student Finances: Through ef
fective ASB representation upon the

University Tuition and Budget Com
mittee and with the support of some
segments of the administration, the
inevitable tuition increase was held
to 13% (other administration seg
ments were requesting up to 19%).
With the impending financial aid
cuts, students can no longer afford
stiff raises in tuition or letting poten
tial sources of continued financial
assistance slip by unnoticed. With
the assistance of computer experts
and the cooperation of USD's Finan
cial Aid Office, 1 have already begun
work on devising a computer service
which will match student qualifica
tions with the eligibility requirements
of private scholarships, some of
which go unclaimed to the sum of
$140,000,000 annually. Since
some of these funds are also
available to students who do not
normally receive aid, this service will
serve ail students
Academics: Luamatic reforms
are needed in the area of academic
advisement and counseling as
evidenced by complaints about
preceptorials and advisement in the
major, especially within the Business
School. Student's questions and
grievances pertaining to the limited
time and structure of Ethel Sykes
position as the only authorized ad
visor, other than the Dean himself,
to administer advising and counsel

ing services for nearly 900 business
students has been addressed. Solu
tions are already being developed
with the assistance of communica
tions channels opened with the
University President and the Provost
as well as the Board of Trustees.
With the substantial amount of time
and money that we have invested in
our education, we have the right to
expect professional, competent and
personal attention for the full dura
tion of our academic careers.
Programming: One activity that
has been notably missing from the
current social calendar are much
demanded concerts by current
popular artists. This is the result of
the University's policy prohibiting
rock concerts because of past dif
ficulties caused by the lack of ex
perience and responsibility of the in
dividuals involved. If elected, 1 shall
be in the best position to change this
"rock & roil" prohibition which has
kept artists like Billy Shields from
performing on campus. With the
personal rapport and credibility
which the ASB and I have built with
President Hughes, he has already
agreed to revied future campus con
cert proposals which is the first step
for the modification of the "rock &
roll" policy by the University.
Social Service*: As a frequent
target of student complaints, the in

effective operations of the
bookstore and accounting office are
now under study. Student com
plaints coupled with A.S. inquiries
have already produced positive
results to alleviate past problems with
long lines and undefined buy back
periods, buy back dates will be clear
ly established and publicized for stu
dent use. As to bookstore personnel,
our inquiries into textbook shortages
and employee unprofessionalism
has also resulted in the termination
of textbook personnel. Further, I
shall continue to appeal the current
tuition refund policy in which the
students lose at least 20% of their re
fund for classes after the first day.
Though we have achieved much
in the past year, there still remain
other areas that have been left un
touched and needs left unfinished
due to the constraints of time. Give
me that extra time to lead the ASB to
complete the aiorementioned
policies and programs, to pursue the
needs of students to the highest
levels, and to bring to fruition what
are now mere ideas. Together we
coule make this year's achievements
pale in comparison to those of the
next and ti ultimately improve the
quality of our student life at USD.
Remember, the past is our heritage,
the present my responsibility, and
the future our challenge.

for the responsible allocation of
funds, in order to effectively meet
the desires and needs of those who
fund it: You. The present opera
tional costs of the A.S. are much too
high. For those of you who may be
unfamiliar to this term, it means the
money spent in the inner sanctities
of the A.S. offices before it has a
chance of reaching us, the students.
We feel a cut in these, and other selfserving areas will provide the
necessary funding for the broader
variety in quality events, mentioned
before, as well as enabling us to
preserve the activities which have
already confirmed their popularity.
Communication has been a pro
blem in recent administrations.
Whereas the social events may have
been properly publicized, there has
been a deficiency in the student-toA.S. avenue. And this has enabled
the A.S. administration to insulate
themselves and ignore the changing
needs of the student. Our solution to
this is simple: the creation of a stu
dent grievance committee, with a
commitment to revolving the in
dividual problems that inevitably
arise. Your problems should not die
in the letter to the editor section of
the Vista. We also plan to publish all
legislation spending student money,
within the well-read pages of that

periodical, be they executive or
otherwise.
Though some may attend for
other reasons, the purpose of this in
stitution is to provide a quality
education, and an intellectual at
mosphere conducive to this. There
are those who contend that on these
grounds the students are losing, and
we sympathize with them. The pro
blems in this area are too numerous
to address individually, but allow us
to say that we are strongly commit
ted to anything it may take to insure
the high caliber education for which
we pay well. Not only will im
provements enhance us individually,
but the reputation of this institution

Matty Sandoval, Chris Pascale

We are students. We look like
students, we act like students, and
most importantly, we think like
students. As students we feel some
grave injustices are present. If you
are familiar with the A.S. Constitu
tion, you will realize, as we do,
thatstudent rights on campus are
basically non-existent. Not only are
our wants being ignored, but our
needs are being denied. Educational
infringement; whatever happened to
the 12:1 student-teacher ratio that
attracted us to this outstanding in

stitution? Why does the bookstore
run short on textbooks every semes
ter? The questions are endless, as
are their assertions. Thus far, the
'their' has included the administra
tion, and the associated students ex
ecutive branch.
One of the primary discrepancies
is thay they have led us to believe
that the $170,000 collected from
A.S. fees is the entirety of our stu
dent voice. We feel that the 1.5
million collected for tuition must also
be represented. We therefore pro

pose a new kind of elected represen
tation. A representation that would
place a student vote on every
decision-making body that directly
affects all of us. We aren't proposing
an inversion of the system, only an
expansion.
The A.S.B., in its presently limit
ed capacity, is still the most impor
tant student organization on cam
pus. Its viability lies in its successful
(or unsuccessful) implementation of
social events. These activities are of
paramount importance. Not only are
these 'pressure relied valves'
necessary to counterbalance an ade
quate academic undertaking, but it is
here that the student sees the return
of his or her A.S. dollar. So why do
these events continue to cater solely
to the same select group? We per
ceive the need for more variety in
these events, and that is what we of
fer. And why, after paying $60 per
year in A.S. fees are we still being
charged admission at the majority of
these activities? We propose free
events, as well as free cups at the
TG's for all USD community mem
bers.
Which brings us to another point;
we don't see the A.S. as a capitalistic
undertaking attempting to make
money off the ordinary student. We
view it as a non-profit organization

(Continued on page 14)
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Letters To The Editor

Bulemic
Speaks Out

Slave Day
Correction

DON'T!!!, because once you start,
it's next to impossible to stop. Take it
from me, I've been seeing
psychiatrist for eight months now,
and have only shown slight improveDear Editor,
me n t .
I'd like to make a correction con
Dear Editor,
Bulemia is similar to Anorexia
I don't know if you are able to Nervosa, in that your whole mind cerning the Circle-K Slave Auction
print letters such as this one, in the and body becomes controlled by the to be held Friday, April 16, and the
Vista, but I feel there is a need for compulsion to lose weight. I know. Slave Day Monday. April 19. The
you to print it, as it applies to an
You become so involved in the want proceeds from the auction will be
unknown majority at USD.
to lose weight, that your weight takes divided evenly between the 1mI, myself, am a compulsive control of your life. You become maculata Dome Project and an or
bulemic. a sick, dirty disease that is depressed, unhappy, and unable to phanage in Tijuana Money sent to
becoming more and more common function well in society. You begin the Immaculata will be used for the
in our weight-conscious society.
binging more and more, and your renovation of the dome in conjunc
Bulemia is a disease in which a per appetite becomes increasingly larger. tion with the immaculata's 25th an
son binges (overeats), and then in And like I mentioned before, once niversary. The money sent to the or
phanage will be used for food and
duces vomiting to be rid of that food.
you start, there's no stopping it. The
This disease has proven to be ex sad part about it, is that you don't clothing for the children in Tijuana.
Thank You,
tremely hazardous to your health, in
usually lose weight, the best you do
Yolanda Lewis
that it affects the stomach, the lining is just maintain your present weight.
Circle-K President
of the stomach, your liver, your
At this point in my life, and I'm
whole digestive tract, and even your only 19, 1 feel as though my whole
teeth. It is not only a physical body is rotting. I never have energy,
disease, but a mental illness, also.
and my grades are dropping rapidly.
My sudden concern and the pur It's rare that I'm ever well, and I've
pose behind this letter, was triggered
become extremely susceptible to
off by the discovery that many of my colds, flu, and all the other diseases
friends and even girls I don't know flying around San Diego. So
have been engaging in bulemic ac PLEASE, take this letter as a warn
Dear Editors:
tivity. Even though I've been bulemic
I wish Jeff Wickliffe would cease
ing and stop a deadly habit before it
for over a year, I've never been as begins. Instead of throwing up, go
with the biblical recitations until such
worried as I am now. Take this as a
time when he learns to practice what
for a run, go ride a bike, go swimm
warning, to all of the girls (and guys)
is preached. Before writing his next
ing, even go for a walk, but don't
article, Wickliffe might consider the
out there that have been doing this,
become a bulemic!!!!
or even considered doing it —
words of Waldo Emerson: "Every
Anonymous
actual state is corrupt. Good men
must not obey the laws too well."
Call him community, too?
I am impressed by the student out
cry against Vista Hopefully Author
Hughes, Dean Burke, Skip Walsh
and the ASB officers are aware of
the growing discontent. It's the
students, and not the staff writers or
a former journalist, who need to be
by Melanie Roes
Outreach-Weekend, helping Senior Citizens for a day? But I do the dishes convinced that their newspaper cap
when we have dinner at Grandma's house! A lot of Senior Citizens don't tures the interests and concerns of
the university community. Their
have grandkids to help — or ones that care to anyway.
Scott Brown and a lot of other people worked to sign up en-masse, USD message is becoming increasingly
students to go into the community and help their elders for a weekend. They clear: editors and writers should be
selected from amongst the literate
succeeded and did a lot of good.
In our society old people aren't respected and looked after as they are in and informed. The operating ex
other societies. They are put into old age homes or are left to fend for penses of Vista are significant
themselves when they can't even clean their house. I don't know about their enough to merit closer scrutiny of its
kids or grandkids — do they have a conscience? I could never let my parents achievements.
Sandy Sanderson
live in the way I saw one old Russian womanliving.
Mrs. Janette Wavell lives in Ocean Beacg in a tiny, absolutely decrepit
house. You could never tell by the outside though. She seems to live by tak
ing care of her garden. That's why she asked for help. She couldn't reach the
shrubs to trim them because it hurt her 81 year old shoulders.
She lives with seven cats and a tiny chihuaua named Panch who is 15 Dear Editors,
years old (90 human years) and lives in pain and cataracts.
Friday night — parties for most],
Julian retreat (Collins style) for some
Mrs. Wavell could not thank us enough and served us punch in old yogurt
containers — her glasses. She wanted us to rest every half hour and would
*— Heaven for the R.A.'s! Out of the
not allow us to work past 2:30. We got there at 11:30, planning on staying
romantic heads of the DeSales
until 4:30.
R.A.'s came the idea to pamper and
royally treat their fellow R.A.'s
She didn't look 81, she had round puffy cheeks, blue eyes, fair skin, and a
braid wrapped around her head. She looked Scandinavian and I asked her if
All dressed up — the foreboding
she was. She said no but didn't explain where she came from. My curiosity
young floor matrons entered a
was up — she seemed hesitant to offer answers on her own, so I asked her!
reformed DeSales cafeteria. Music
She looked at me and I suppose I looked harmless enough. She answered
from Flint Lewis' talented fingers im
pressed us with his piano playing
very slowly — I'm Russian.
and so did Jim Hitchcock and friend
I became excited. I'd never met another Russian besides my mother and
with guitar ano sax.
father, and their brothers and sisters. "You are! So am I!" She looked at me
in astonishment with her blue eyes and put her arms around me and hugged
A DeSales slide show proceeded
me. I was touched. She had tears in her eyes and she told me about herself.
to whet our appetites as soon as the
multitude were gathered.
I don't know about her kids. They send a lot of cards, but my theory,
although harsh and not true in a lot of cases, is that they send them to ease
The dinner was up to par — Mr.
their guilt — they aren't doing anything.
A's quality — a fruit and cheese
I guess what I want to say here is that parents make you who you are, thety
plate teased our tongues and a warm
took care of you in sickness and in health and they deserve the same treat
spinach salad prepared our palates.
ment in their old age.
We were first served fish in a berry
From age 0-14, could a child live on its own in a house? Absolutely not.
sauce with asparagus with HollanWell, an old person cannot function alone either. They are slow and tire easi
daise sauce! All I can say is mmly . Being put in a home is lonely and of course senility sets in. You'd go crazy
mmm, words can't express the
too if you sat around all day in an old folks home.
deliciousness of the dish! Next —
Mrs. Wavell is far from senile but she needs help and she needs her family.
and O'Trifiletti announced each
I admire and respect old people. They've lived through so many ex
course by the way — we were given
periences, so many years. They're like a walking history book. The best part
lemon ice for clearing our palates so
about them that I've discovered is they've tried everything you've ever
that we had a completely refreshed
though about. They know what will happen.
mouth for tasting again.
THEN, we were served Chicken

Practice
What You
Preach

COMMENTARY
Senior Citizens
Are People Too

R.A.
Heaven

with an Onion and Marmalade sauce
and Cauliflower Florentine! (We had
special permission from the Bishop
to eat meat!) The cauliflower rested
on an artichoke heart with sauteed
mushrooms and green peppers and
a cheese sauce covered it. Spec
tacular! In fact, no one was talking,
we were just eating and making
those mmmmm ahhhh sounds!
To top this all off we were served
Chocolate Mousse — Bob Mueller
had a chocolate mouse — odd R.A.
isn't he? Upon eating dessert the
Chef was presented and received a
standing ovation — Bucky Phillips!
This is my tribute to your talent
Bucky!
We were sent laughing home with
one more slide show by the talented
Flint Lewis whose creative antics
amused us all, except maybe the
editor of Playboy.
Thank you DeSales — you're all
true romantics!
Love,
Melanie Ross
P.S. I'd like to apologize for.
laughing so much but I was sitting
next to Mary Kovac.

Take For
Granted
Dear Editors:
"Must ignorance reign supreme?"
No, Mr. Wickliffe. (Commentary,
3-18) Those with a modicum of in
telligence inform themselves from
diverse sources which allow us to
choose what to believe.
Your arguments on two points are
useless. These are on the purpose of
the media, and liberty. The former is
the presentation of news based on
accurate, objectively reported facts.
Those engaged in that profession
sometimes don't achieve that ideal,
they are human with their bias up
front (sound familiar Wickliffe?) they
make mistakes; regrettable but
unavoidable.
The latter is a human concept, it
comes from those fed up with tyran
ny; it is preserved by those secure
enough to allow differences to exist
in a society. Liberty does not come
from mythology.
You, Wickliffe, spouting righteous
indignation at any but the right wing,

are a hypocrite with the brass balls
common to your lot of rogues who
would pervert the Constitution to
destroy our freedom.
You, Wickliffe, are an example of
blind allegiance to faith; a throwback
to the Dark Ages. College is wasted
on you. Your closed mindedness is
the antithesis of education. While
unable to think, much less write, you
seem confident enough to interpret
God's Word.
You, Wickliffe, are what millions
of immigrants (among them my
ancestors) fled Europe to get away
from. You are a dangerous man
whose only possible saving grace is
that you remind those who would
take it for granted what the advan
tage of America is.
J. Rippo

Thank You
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Joel
Sweimler, Barbara Schmitz, Andy
Patman, and everyone else who
helped to make this past weekend
one of the best at USD. Starting with
the fabulous Carl Anderson concert
Friday night and continuing with the
EXCELLENT play "For Colored
Girls Who Have Considered Suicide
When The Rainbow Is Enuf" on
Saturday, the USD commuity was
exposed to such culture it has never
seen before. Carl Anderson's
dynamic presence on stage, coupled
with his ease with the audience and
sincere desire to express his gratitute
at being back at USD made the night
a complete success. The man had
everyone swinging, swaying, and
smiling.
"For Colored Girls . . ." marked
the first time (to my knowledge) that
a Broadway production with the
Broadway cast was presented at
USD. A powerful play with a
message for everyone, "For Colored
Girls . . ." made me proud to be a
member of the human race, black,
female, and a friend. As the women
in the play (who constituted the rain
bow and represented the love and
friendship that kept many a girl from
considering suicide) said at the end
of the performance:
"I have found God in myself /and
she is fiercely good." Thank you for
a wonderful weekend.
Yolanda Lewis
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Campus Notes Letters To The Editor
Cmieat Day — go talk to an alumni about a possible future for you, Thurs
day, March 25th in front of Sena and De Sales all day. Co-sponsored by the
Alumni Association, Educational Development Center, and the Student
Alumni Association.
Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law Club Meeting, Thursday, March 25th at
11:45 a.m. Founders Multi-purpose Room.
USD College Republicans will meet tonight at 7:30 in Serra 204.
Anyone interested is encouraged to attend. The discussion will be the
possibility of bringing two prominent California candidates to USD. If you
have any questions please call Rob at 291-1798.
USD Drama Presents, "Finian's Rainbow," in Camino Theatre at 8
p.m Students and Srs. $3.50, Gen Ad., $4.30 March 25, 26, and 27.
ASB/Senators bring you the 2nd annual "Battle Of The Classes,"
March 27th. See your senators in the ASB office to sign up.
Marketing Enterprises LTD, a student run organization in cor
respondence with Business 101, is presenting a car wash, Friday March 26th
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the West Parking Lot. The cost $1.00 with
all proceeds going to Oaxfam.
Spanish Club Meeting, Thursday, March 25th. Conference Room in
Student Union. 12:30.
10-Karrot Fun Run to benefit the San Diego center for Children will be
held at Mission Bay Park course on Sat., March 27. Prizes include T-shirts.
For further information contact Sandee Dagley 277-9550.
ASB/Phi Kaps/AD PI present "Casino Night," March 27th in More
Hall, 8-midnight.
Spanish singer Xavier Ribalta — Sat March 27th at 7:30 p.m. in
Soloman Lecture Hall. Tickets $2.00 USD students and faculty, $3.50
public.
ASB/Film Forum Presents, "Barefoot In The Park," starring Jane
Fonda and Robert Redford, Sat March 27th at 7 p.m. in Soloman Lecture
Hall.
Sign-up for the Last Retreat in Julian in front of the Chapel. Retreat
dates April 23-25, sign ups on March 28th cost $5.00.
Penance Liturgy is re-scheduled to Thursday April 22nd: no penance
Liturgy on April 1st.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
1402 — Pt Messenger: Local
travel agency has an opening for a
messenger. Position involves
delivering tickets, filing, and other
clerical duties. Must have own car.
Hours are M-F from 9 to 12 p.m. or
10 to 1 p.m. $3.35/hr plus
22'/mile.
1857 — Behavior Specialist:
Would be working with six autistic
boys in a home setting. Hours are
M&W from 1:30 to 9 p.m.
$3."65/hr.
522 — General Office Work:
Swimming pool supply company
has position open for general office
and clerical work. Would be answer
ing phones, opening mail, light typ
ing, etc...Must be a business major
and be either a junior or a senior.
Schedule is M-F from 9 to 1 p.m.
$350/month.
2100 — Stock/Cashier: Shoe
store in University Towne Center has

a stock/cashier position open. In
volves customer service, stocking
mdse., and running the cash
register. Must be a business major, or
in a related field Schedule is flexible
but prefer someone who can work
on T&Th and some weekends.
15-20 hrs/wk. $3.35/hr.
1600 — Gas Station Atten
dant: Position open in Pacific Beach
gas station. Would be helping
customers and collecting their
money. Must be at least 18 years
old, and have a phone and a car.
Hours are Mon-Sat from 1:30 to
6:00 p.m. (Can split this shift bet
ween 2 people.) $3.35/hr.
For these and many other parttime jobs, stop by the Student
Employment Center in Serra Hall,
Room 320. Our office can assist you
in finding all types of jobs.. Please
stop by and give us a try. Our hours
are M-F from 8:30 to 5:00 p.m.

Dry Cleaning
Any Garment
Cleaned G Pressed

79

1
*!
o |
£ I

No limit with coupon
and by March 25

Fairlane Cleaners
6941 Linda Vista Rd.
San Diego

CALL ICM FOR MOST OF YOUR NEEDS:

tutors in most college subjects; typing of papers,
thesis; guidance in preparing term papers;
assistance in applying for undergraduate,
graduate admissions; immigration and legal pro
blems; and insurance services
ICM
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION MEDIA, INC.
SUITE 100 3945 CAMINO DEL RIO SOUTH
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92108
PHONE: (714) 284-3287
(In Mission Valley next to National University)

Infantility
Revisited
Dear Completely Disgusted,
I've seen acts of cowardice and
bad taste in my life, but your letter
last week takes the cake. You
visciously attacked a group who
were allegedly acting in "bad taste"
at the Spring Ball. If you feel com
pelled to publicly reprimand this
group, equally so you should have
the common decency to sign your
name.
Your letter becomes rather vague
as to whether you are appalled by
their conduct at the Ball, or their ex
istence. Concerning the Ball, they
were just having fun. It is too bad
that your date was so unbearable
and disgusting that you had to watch
others enjoying themselves. As for
their
existence, they are not
hostile towards anyone, so why be
hostile towards them?
Any spineless jellyfish can write a
letter like yours, using such words as
"infantile, rude, crude, mentally
deficient, etc." This group you wrote
about probably knows who they are,
but the question remains, who are
you?
We've got the balls to sign,
Doug Euertx
Lee Payne
Todd Hucklns

Sports
Power

team, but has lessened the emphasis
on the sport because of the monies
required to establish and maintain a
competitive program. Granted
Georgetown is a somewhat larger,
wealthier and more prestigious
school, their model is still worthy of
serious consideration
Sports in which USD is capable of
national prominence include
baseball, tennis, rugby, swimming,
volleyball, soccer and basketball It
seems to me that the demands on
equipment and personnel are
substantially less in these sports than
football. Of all these, basketball pro
vides the surest route for achieving
national attention. A successful
basketball program also appears to
be the soundest way of supporting
the other athletic programs.
In order to accomplish national
prominence in basketball, USD
should review the merits of the pro
gram as it currently exists. Increased
funding seems in order, but any
change in the financial support of
athletic programs should be made
within the general budgeting of those
programs and not taken from the
budget of the academic programs.
The athletics director (do we have
one?) should hire a coach willing to
play the finest players and, through
the successes of the program, recruit
student-athletes that will advance the
competitive standing of the Universi
ty of San Diego. John Thompson
probably has an excellent assistant
coach.
Sincerely,
Sandy Sanderson

Dear Editors,
Saturday I enjoyed watching
Georgetown defeat Oregon State
and advance to the final four of the
NCAA basketball tournament in
New Orleans, Louisiana. I was
especially delighted for a friend and
former classmate of mine, Eric
Smith, a starting forward for
Georgetown.
Like USD, Georgetown is a
private, Catholic university. Unlike
USD, Georgetown has achieved na
tional recognition in athletics, having
reconciled themselves to the fact that
it is very difficult for a small college to
dominate a sport like football.
Georgetown does have a football

Thanks
Again
Dear Editors,
The Core Group of the A.S.B.
Community Services would like to
thank all of the students who par
ticipated in last weeks Senior Citizen
Outreach Program.
The program was very successful
for both the students and the par
ticipating Senior Citizens. Already
many letters of gratitude have been
received from the elderly. They ex
pressed their appreciation for the
help they were given and for the op
portunity to meet and chat with
students.

For the students involved, the in
trinsic rewards were apparent once
they realized the effects of their
friendship on the lives of senior
citizens. To many of the seniors, just
the mere opportunity to visit with
young people was more important
than the work that was done
Overall this program was very suc
cessful with over 100 students willing
to donate their time to 40 senior
citizens. The time and effort they
sacraficed has made this program
possible Yet the Outreach Program
was different than many campus ac
tivities in that the commitment made
by our students not only affected
their lives, but also the lives of 40
seniors. Unfortunately, the failure of
35 students in keeping this commit
ment forced the program to be less
than 100% successful. As a result,
several students volunteered to take
up the slack of these irresponsible
students. We are deeply appreciative
to the students that fulfilled their
commitment and highly disap
pointed in those who didn't.
Sincerely,
Scott Brown
John Fagan
Sally North
Susan Pardee
Mike Daly

Life
Changed
Dear Editors,
Allow me to address the following
to Sally No-Middle-Name North.
Yes, Sally, you are correct when
you state that 1 have been abusive,
abrasive, arrogant and pompous in
much of my writing for the VISTA. 1
wish to thank you for pointing this
out to me. Your letter (King of
Literati7) has changed my life. Many
thanks for making this transforma
tion possible. Henceforth, I shall put
my talent to more constructive use,
as you suggest. 1 think I owe you a
couple of drinks at the bar of your
choice.
Thank you for changing my life,
Robert Caligula Young
P S. Wickliffe, Piselli and Clausen,
you guys are still lousy writers.
P.P S My mama loves me.

Financial Aid Is
Working For Students
On February 24th and 25th
Financial Aid Officers representing 6
schools in the San Diego area visited
the offices of Congressmen Lowry,
Burgener, and Hunter. We spent an
hour in each office with their District
Administrators, discussing the im
pact of proposed cuts in student aid.
The Aides listened attentively, in
most cases taking extensive notes
and frequently "playing the Devil's
advocate." We welcomed this
because it gave us an opportunity to
determine the depth of their
understanding of the purposes of
each Federal Student aid program,
to attempt to correct any misap
prehensions and to respond to their
concern.
While expressing serious concerns
for our present students and those to
come, we also stated strong support
for effecting economies in govern
ment. To that end, we presented
some recommendations for changes
in the regulations which could im
prove the delivery system, directing
Federal aid to those serious students

with documented need who are
making satisfactory progress toward
clearly defined goals.
The Aides promised to relay our
thoughts, asked us to follow-up with
more statistics, and suggested we
also write directly to each Con
gressman .
Attached is a copy of a letter in
response to our visits.
I share this with you in hopes that
it will encourage more such visits all
over the State.
During our visits the following was
apparent:
1. Our Representatives want to
respond to the will of the electorate,
but that will must be very lucidly ex
pressed .
2. They are accustomed to think
ing in statistical terms — we have to
back up our adjectives and adverbs
with sizes, amounts and quantities.
3. Personal visits have more im
pact than phone calk, but both need
to be followed up with something in
writing that clarifies the conversation
and leaves a lasting impression. The

present student letter writing cam
paign cannot help but bear positive
results.
4. Congressmen are much more
interested in students and parents
than in Institutions. Institutions don't
vote, people do, so we must be able
to relate our concerns, honestly,
qualitatively and quantitatively to
our students welfare.
5. We have to do our homework
before making such a visit. No two
Congressional Districts are exactly
alike. Each Congressman has
his/her special concern and these
concerns help shape his/her view of
budget priorities. Our task — to con
vince them that education, or the
lack of it, will sooner or later have
either a positive or an adverse effect
on each one of his/her constituents.
Dear Congressman.
We appreciated the time you took
yesterday to listen to our presenta
tion of the serious problems confron
ting the great numbers of Con
gressman Lowery's constituents who
(Continued on Page 15)
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Vice President
Carolyn Emme
The role of the Vice President is
the key to a smooth functioning of
the ASB As chair of the Program
Board and an ex-officio member of
aD ASB committees, this office af
fects more students than probably
any other. A basic working
knowledge of all aspects of the ASB
is thus essential and especially im
portant in the area of programming.
Programming accounts for a
substantial portion of the ASB
budget and is a vital part of student
life. It compliments our academic
pursuits by opening new avenues for
intellectual growth, cultural enrich
ment and social development. As
chair of the Program Board with the
responsibility for generating and
coordinating programming activities,
the Vice President is most directly
responsible for ;not only where your
ASB dollar is spent but also how you
spend your time outside the
classroom. These determinations are
for the most part a function of effec
tive communication between
students and the Program Board.
As chair of this body, I would in
sure that communication lines are
kept open through student inputs
such as surveys and door-to-door
contact. This allows the needs of

In Search of
by Jonathan Brogan
Mortimer Brewster is back. Once a
fixture on the U.S.D. campus, he
had disappeared without a trace
about two years ago. Was he miss
ed? Is the Pope Italian? I had known
Mortimer during his early U.S.D.
days and I had been intrigued by his
dissappearance. But certainly not in
trigued enough to look for him.
There had been rumors about
Mortimer's whereabouts after he left
U.S.D. The most fallacious rumor
had to be that Brewster had
graduated. This was completely
without merit since Mortimer had
completed fewer classes than the
average A.S B. President. Other
canards were associated with the
Brewster's name. It was feared that
Mortimer, always a religious fanatic,
had started his own cult group. The
"Brewsties" were said to practice
regular self-flagellation and primal
screaming in telephone booths. This
story also proved to be false,
although Mortimer was never averse
to good stern self-abuse when the
opportunity presented itself. Finally,
a tipster told me that Brewster was
actually ghost writing Elliot
Janeway's autobiography. I called
Mr. Janeway and he refuted this
tale, although he kindly suggested I
check with John Houseman.
Finding all these rumors without
merit, I decided to see if I could find
Mortimer and ask him for his true
story. Brewster is writing for the
Vista again, so I decided to first
check the Vista office. This proved
to be a mistake, as the office seemed
to be under siege. I counted twenty
U.S.D. baseball players throwing
fastballs at Robert Maddens head.
Luckily, they had picked the hardest
part of his body and the barrage
didn't seem to be making an im-

students to surface and gives the
board the opportunity to act upon
them so that events are appealing to
all students. In essence, communica
tion means effective programming,
creativity and team work — qualities
that I have previously demonstrated
as Assistant Cultural Arts Director
and as the current Secreatry of
Communications. With two years of
ASB experience, I have already
established the necessary com
munication ties with the University
administration, most campus
organizations and numerous
students. These contacts have pro
ven valuable in the past and will be
invaluable in the future by insuring
that as Vice President, I represent
the view-points of all students — not
just my own.
The Vice President is a leader and
primary motivator to members of
Program Board. This requires
organization and previous ex
perience with Program Board Direc
torships. I would like to see job
descriptions drawn up for each
directorship. By working with the
previous and present director —
together we would draw up expecta
tions and set goals thereby enabling

Mortimer
Brewster

presson on him.
I heard him mumble something
like, "Does U.S.D. really have a spr
ing sports program? I never would
have guessed."
It was apparent that Brewster was
maintaining a very low profile. I
decided that I'd go see a movie and
forget about finding Mortimer for a
few hours. I searched the
newspapers for hours but the only
free movie was Citizen Kane, playing
right here on our campus. 1 arrived a
little late, the lights had already dim
med, so I didn't get to scan the au
dience. Citizen Kane is a brilliant
piece of work and I became involved
in the machinations of the characters
and the subtle message that the
movie was elucidating. The first reel
had just ended and the projectionist
had turned on the lights when I spot
ted HIM. It was MORTIMER
BREWSTER!!
Thinking it might be a trick; I call
ed out, in a loud voice, one of his
many aliases. He reacted as if he had
been shot. He lurched from his seat,
his eyes wide with terror, and he
seemed about to break into a dead
run. Mortimer instantly realized that
he didn't know how to run, so he
just sank back into his seat, obviously
hoping this one act would make him
unobtrusive again. I wasn't fooled
that easily!
I pushed myself out of my seat
and approached him. He recognized
and said with relief, "Hi Jon, you
had me worried for a minute. I
thought that Robert Clark Young
had finally located me. He and I
have never been friends and after he
had attacked his friends in print I
knew it would only be a matter of
time until he attacked his enemies. I
may be masochistic, but that would
be too much."

I decided to ask him what he had
been doing since he left U.S.D. It
was actually a very sad story. Mor
timer had always wanted to be a
veterinarian, but, unfortunately, he
was allergic to all animals. That is, all
animals except for earthworms. He
had left U.S.D. to work on an ear
thworm farm. He found the work in
tellectually stimulating and his
reputation as a worm farmer grew.
But, as always, scandal followed
Mortimer Brewster. He was fired. I
asked him why he had been ter
minated. Brewster stated em
phatically, "It was a frame. I never
did any of the things they accused
me of." I questioned as to the
specifics of the charges. He replied,
somewhat sheepishly, "They accus
ed me of eating all the profits."
I was. of course, taken back by this
revelation. But I believed Mortimer, I
really thought he had been framed.
At least I believed him until I ques
tioned him further. When asked,
point blank, as to the reasons he has
returned to U.S.D. Brewster stated,
"I love the climate. And the girls, the
surfing, it's real'y bitchn'." The a
wicked look crossed his face and he
said, "Besides I knew it rained here a
lot in the spring and the worms
would be close to the surface. I
figured now was the time to...uh,
enjoy...I mean, collect them."
Welcome back, Mort; the robins
missed you.

Finian's Rainbow
In Camino Theatre
Tonight Thru
Sunday

a clear starting point for each incom
ing programmer. Program Board
plans for nine months worth of
events. It is imperative that Directors
are aware of their potential and have
some idea of what to do before the
semester even begins. After serving
as 8 director under both the Guilin
and Laub chairs, I have established a
working relationship with each direc
torship and a basic understanding of
each director's responsibilities. Fur
thermore, as secretary of Com
munications 1 have demonstrated
that I am organized, accurate and
capable of meeting deadlines as
shown with the monthly production,
coordination and distribution of
3400 ASB Social Calendars in addi
tion to weekly showcase and table
tent updating.
Many of you have stressed the
need for moreof a variety of quality
events. I would like to fulfill your
needs in the following ways:
• More coffeehouse entertain
ment in the Student Union.
• Weekly events such as Monday
Night Football and something along
the lines of a Dynasty Night.
• More events which tap USD
Student Talent such as a Rhythm
and Blues Night, Bluegrass Night or
a Songfest.

• Reestablishing the University
Speaker's Bureau Program whereby
ASB's Speakers Bureau Director
along with USD Professors tap the
resources of the USD community
and its supporters in bringing quality
speakers to this campus.
• Quality name concerts featur
ing current popular artists. This
could be accomplished through
cooperative buying whereby
regional schools book name concerts
thus reducing costs to each school.
• Work closely with the Universi
ty Administration in attempting to
reach an agreement with the Univer
sity's Rock 'n Roll Concert policy.
• In addition, I would like to see
events such as TGs, Films, Faculty
Forums (to name a few) to remain a
part of USD as they have in the past
with the inclusion of new, innovative
programming.
In summary, careful consideration
is necessary in choosing the best
candidate for the office of Vice Presi
dent. I believe I have the necessary
qualifications and I am willing to give
the committment needed to ensure
that the Office of Vice President
reaches its full potential in serving
you the students. "For leadership
and efficiency" VOTE CAROLYN
EMME for VICE PRESIDENT.

Achieve
your goals with us
Prudential is the largest multi-lines insurance com
pany in America; and One of the largest financial institutions
in the world But that doesn't mean that we're only looking
fot business majors There are plenty of opportunities for
those in the sciences and liberal arts
You see, our diversity and size enables us to offer careers in
so many different fields that there's always something that will
interest you With us you can grow while doing what you want
to do And if you should later decide that you'd like to explore
another career path, you can make your career change within
our company and get paid for the additional education or train
ing needed to make that transition There's no loss of accumulated
benefits, no worries between jobs, nothing to hold you back
from making or changing your personal career goals.
So. if you're looking for a career, but are uncertain as to
which career path to take, why not check out Prudential and
achieve your goals with us.

We'll be on campus Friday, March 26th
See the placement office to sign up for an interview,
or send pour resume to:

» Prudential
5800 Canoga Avenue. Woodland Hills, CA 91367
An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer
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Secretary of Justice
Mark Ginella
My name is Mark Ginella and I am
running for Secretary of Justice.
Some call me "Mama G." (•
It's
a long story) However, often my
name and reputation as a "partier"
preceeds me. and some are promp
ted to ask "Are you serious^" To
those students who are genuinely
concerned that my appointment
may be "dangerous" to responsible
student government, I will now ad
dress this defense To those other
people who would vote for me solely
because of my reputation
go
ahead Oust kidding).
In all fairness. I hope that the
voters choose the most qualified
candidate without bias or regardless
of social groupings (as in the case

with many student elections) This
office of Secretary of Justice requires
a sensitive balance between firmness
and tolerance and I intend to pro
vide that

neglect neither
1 have read the Associated
Students' Constitution, and I am
aquainted with the functions of this
office. These include

I am a third year poli/sci-history
double major, and I plan on attend
ing law school Those who know
me. also know that "partying" is not
my sole pursuit I am a serious stu
dent currently on second honors
(with a 3.58 pga) I would not have
felt compelled to add that had it not
been that there are those who
believe the enjoyment of life can not
be synonymous with intelligence.
The desire and love of life and learn
ing are one and the same, and I

1 Being responsible to the Presi
dent for all judicial functions of the
AS
2 Serving as Chief Justice for the
Judicial Court.
3. Representing the A S in all
disciplinary and judicial matters
In disciplinary matters, all too
often the burden is on the student to
prove himself innocent. I am not an
administration "yes man." 1 will
represent and defend all students as
"innocent until proven guilty." And

changes I believe would improve the
court.
Campaigning for Secretary of
Justice last year, I proposed a two
part pklan which would establish a
system of checks and balances bet
ween the Election Committee and
the Student Court and. at the same
time, increase student participation.
The first part of my proposal was to
appoint people to the Election Com
mittee who were not also serving on
the Student Court. I am happy to
say. this change has taken place
The second part of my proposal has
not. If we are to have equal
representation among the classes,
resulting in broader, more represen
tative opinions, we must increase the
size of the Student Court. If elected,
I will work towards accomplishing
my goal of having a court composed
of two representatives from each
class
This year my experience on the
court has made me aware of a
discrepancy between the duties the
A S. Constitution assigns to the Stu
dent Court and those duties it actual
ly performs. Throughout this year,
the court reviewed and approved
club constitutions. It also heard the
cases of students appealing tickets.

However, not once did it review a
piece of legislation passed by the
Senate. This check on the legislative
branch is a constitutional mandate to
insure that the best interest of the
total student body is continually
preserved. For this reason, it should
be carried out on a regular basis. If
the student body no longer wants
this system of checks and balances,
the constitution should be changed.
My number one goal if elected
Secretary of Justice will be to im
prove the U.S.D. parking situation.
By hearing parking cases in the stu
dent court, I have concluded that
there are two distinct problems with
our present parking situation. First,
there are simply two few parking
spaces for the number of cars on
campus. The University Administra
tion realizes this and plans to con
struct additional parking places in
the near future. It also will soon re
paint the existing lots to increase the
number of stalls available.
The second problem I see with our
present system is the policy of re
quiring residents and commuters to
park in separate designated areas.
Throughout this year, a majority of
the parking tickets that students ap
pealed were for having parked in the

wrong area. They had usually done
so simply because that was the only
place they could find space These
segregated parking areas serve no
useful purpose, inconvenience for
students, and demand clerical and
security time that could be spent
more productively on other tasks.
I firmly believe that most students
would favor a return to an open
parking policy. The present A S. ad
ministration would also like to see a
return to an open parking policy. To
date, however, no change has taken
place. If elected, I plan to give the
student body a chance to voice its
opinion on this issue by circulating a
petition and/or putting it up to a
vote. Once the Board of Trustees'
Student Affairs Committee sees that
a majority of the students favor this
alternative 1 believe it will agree to
change the policy. The very least I
would hope to obtain would be an
open parking policy for weekends
and weeknight evenings.
When you vote for Secretary of
Justice, please consider my EX
PERIENCE, my INNOVATIONS,
and my PARKING SOLUTIONS.
They are the reasons I believe I am
the most qualified candidate to serve
you as your Secretary of Justice.

This year's senate has addressed
this problem and has discovered that
due to the expansion of the Universi
ty, a decrease in parking fees would
result in a decrease in the following
areas: availability of security, general
maintenance, and lighting on cam
pus and parking areas. The
revenues from parking fees will not
only improve these areas but will
also work to build future available
parking.

with the feelings of students regard
ing parking needs. From my ex
perience on the A S. Executive
Board, I know that parking fees will
not and cannot decrease, but I will
attempt to enact a ceiling on the cur
rent parking fees. One should not be
mislead by any candidate(s) that
promise to lower parking fees
because this just will not happen.

fer experience. I am currently serv
ing as the I.C.C. Chairman. The
chairman serves on the Program
Board, Board of Finance, and the
A S. Senate. The I.C.C. Chairman
is required to know the A S. Con
stitution as well as working closely
with the Secretary of Justice in mat
ters regarding the approving or
reviewing of club charters. This
working relationship has given me
the experience necessary to assume
the position of the Secretary of
Justice.

if a student is found guilty of some
offense. I will further urge that the
administration maintains their Chris
tian tenet of tolerance and
forgiveness This office has also been
and will continue to be instrumental
in the reforms needed in parking and
security problems. I will inform the
students of all upcoming rules and
decisions in which the judicial branch
has an effect. I will rely on your feed
back for my decisions
I am serious about assuming the
responsibility of this office I have the
ability and desire to work efficiently
and to persevere in all duties I need
and would appreciate your vote for
Secretary of Justice Thank you.

Vince Kasperick

I have attended the University of
San Diego since September 1980
and plan to graduate in May 1984. I
am majoring in Business Administra
tion with minors in Political Science
and Computer Science. While my
plans for the distant future are not
firm, I do know that next year I want
to serve you as Secretary of Justice. I
hope you will consider three reasons
for voting for me to serve in this

capacity: I have the EXPERIENCE
of currently serving on the Student
Court, 1 have INNOVATIONS to im
prove the Student Court, and I have
what I believe are viable PARKING
SOLUTIONS.
The Constitution of the Associ
ated Students gives to the Secretary
of Justice two basic responsibilities:
to direct the Election Committee and
to act as Chief Justice of the Student
Court. In addition to conducting the
actual elections, the Election Com
mittee establishes and enforces all
rules governing A S. elections. The
Student Court is given three duties
by the A S. Constitution. It reviews
and approves the proposed constitu
tions of all organizations seeking
A S. recognition. It has appellate
jurisdiction for traffic and parking
violations. Finally, it reviews the
constitutionality of all legislation
passed by the Student Senate.
This year I am serving on the Stu
dent Court. This experience has
given me a thorough understanding
of the duties of this body so I feel
quite capable of acting as its Chief
Justice. Serving on the Court has
also permitted me to witness a few
unfortunate facets of the presenf
system and to propose some

Guy Webb
One of the major functions of the
office of Secretary of Justice is to
preside over the student traffic court.
One of the primary functions of this
body is to hear grievences regarding
traffic citations. For a number of
years a major problem concerning
the student has been the availability
of parking spaces, as well as the in
crease of parking fees. Those
students who have campaigned for
this office have repeatedly promised
more available parking and a
decrease in parking fees.

General Elections
March 29 & 30
Monday & Tuesday

Being a resident, I am empathetic

Promises are nice, promises offer
security, and promises often misin
form the voting public; I prefer to of

ELECTIONS

Runoffs
March 31
Wednesday
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Secretary of Finance
Dave Goddard
The responsibilities of the
Secretary of Finance deal with the
management of an aggregate budget
of approximately $160,000 annually
and I believe my qualifications as a
candidate will insure the most effi
cient allocation of these funds.
The specific duties of the
Secretary of Finance are: 1) to assist
the President in establishing the
semesterly budget; 2) to record all
financial transactions; 3) to submit a
weekly financial report to Student
Senate; 4) to approve or disapprove
the allocation of funds to ail ASB
events.
My experience as A.S. Controller
has allowed me to already perform
the first three duties of the Secretary
of Finance. In regards to the second
duty of the Secretary of Finance, I
have attempted to streamline this

function through reimplementation
of the computer system. This would
have the additional benefits of in
creased efficiency, greater internal
control and reduced operating costs.
1 have extended the third duty by
presenting financial statements to
Program Board, Budget Committee,
and a Statement of Revenue and Ex
penditures to the Inter-Club Council.
As a member of the A S. Budget
Committee I am also able to par
ticipate in the final function of ap
proving or disapproving the alloca
tion of funds to all ASB events. The
present Secretary of Finance and
myself have proposed legislation that
would enlarge the Budget Commit
tee by two members. These two
members would bring the total nonelected Budget Committee members
to five. This would insure a more

representative opinion of the Stu
dent Body.
In the past semester, it became ap
parent to all those familiar with the
Associated Students function that a
familiarity with the position of the
Secretary of Finance or a strong ac
counting background was an essen
tial prerequisite to this position. As
an accounting major and current
controller and member of the
Budget Committee, I fulfill both. I
am three units into my senior year
and an Accounting Major with a
minor in Computer Science. 1 have
completed eight of the nine courses
required for accounting majors in
cluding Federal Income Tax and Ad
vanced Accounting. I believe my
education will augment my ex
perience to insure you, the Student
Body, of the best performance possi

ble.
My platform is to attempt to insure
the most efficient operation of the
Finance Office. When these goals
are accomplished, it will mean more
funds available for Student Ac
tivities, such as TGs, movies, tour
naments, etc4

to do on certain weekends. At pre
sent, 15% of the budget is channel
ed into operations. If we could lower
this to 13%, we could afford two
more T.G.s.
Thirdly, we could have more
events if ASB would seek outside
sponsors. Steve Welch initiated this
practice with the T.G.'s this year. As
Secretary of Finance, I would con
tinue this practice and expand it to'
include more outside sources than
were used this year.
Finally, I would try to make the
yearbook financially independent.
The yearbook is expected to create
over an $11,000 deficit this year.

This money comes out of your
entertainment budget. $11,000
would pay for many T.G.s, movies
and dances. This problem is easily
corrected. The yearbook needs
more outside sources of revenue.
This could be obtained through
sponsorships and advertisements.
If these four plans are im
plemented the 82-83 school year
will be better for all of us. I feel confi
dent that 1 can get these plans in
stituted in ASB and get more for
you, the students, out of your ASB
dollar. I hope you give me the
chance to prove thie. Steve
Callaway for Secretary of Finance.

To close, the position of the
Secretary of Finance is a people
function. I have attempted to present
myself to as many of you students as
possible. If you choose to elect me, I
will be working for you. If you make
a request of me, I promise I will
make a valid effort to fill that request.
Thank you for your time and
remember on Monday, March 29
and Tuesday, March 30: VOTE
DAVE GODDARD FOR SECRE
TARY OF FINANCE!

Steve Callaway
Fellow students, each of us pay
$30 a semester, $60 per year for our
"student fee." The entirety of this
mandatory fee goes to the treasury
of the ASB. Unfortunately, because
of poor budgeting and management,
a large percentage of this money is
never used to benefit the students —
it is consumed by something called
operations. With better planning a
greater percentage of the fee would
be given back to the students. There
are four areas 1 would concentrate
upon as Secretary of Finance.
The first is the pdiicy of charging at
certain events. It is ridiculous that we
each pay $30 a semester, yet if we

want to go to a movie or dance we
have to pay another charge. The
revenues from these events do not
cover the expense of the event nor
do they make much of a dent in the
entire ASB budget. Furthermore, I
am sure some of us have stayed
away from an event just because we
wanted to save our limited budget
for something else.
Secondly, with improved budgetting, ASB could provide the students
with more events. Too many
weekends went by this past year with
no events planned. It was only
through the Residents' Activity
Board that students had something

Health Awareness Day '82
This year's Health Awareness Day
is set for Friday, April 23 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Hahn School
of Nursing. Health Awareness Day is
being produced by four undergrad
uate nursing students and is spon
sored by the ASB. Our motto this
year is "Spring into Health
Awareness."
In late February and early March a
needs assessment survey of USD
students' interests was conducted.
The purpose of this assessment was
to determine the areas of greatest in
terest to the USD student popula
tion. Out of 15 areas, the three most
highly rated were exercise, nutrition
and stress management.

On April 23. we would like to help
you become more aware in your
areas of interest. In addition, we are
providing numerous other booths
and displays which we as nurses and
consumer advocates think may be of
interest and benefit to you and your
health. Special guest speakers on
self-defense, and stress management
and reduction will be presenting at
specified times throughout the day
of the event. Nutritional, emotional,
and career counselling will be
available. Information on alcohol
and drug abuse use will be provid
ed. Blood pressure readings, height
and weight charts, exercise tolerance
testing will also be possible.

Literature and/or representatives
from the following on and off cam
pus organizations will be present:
Alinon, Aliteen, American Cancer
Society. American Lung Associa
tion. Arthritis Foundation, Educa
tional Development Center, Safety
and Security, Student Health
Center, and the YMCA. Audiovisual
tapes on self breast exam, testicular
exam, family planning, and human
sexuality will be available for view
ing.
As you can see, Health
Awareness Day is quite a com
prehensive information providing
event. If you have any questions
and/or suggestions regarding the
upcoming Health Awareness Day,
please feel free to send a message to
the Hahn School of Nursing — Box
62. We look forward to your par
ticipation.

TEST WITH CONFIDENCE
TAKE THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO'S
NEWLY REVISED

LSAT
PREPARATION

COURSE

• Faculty includes lawyers and educators.
• Counseling provided both during 40 hr. course and
after you receive your L.S.A.T. score.
• Extensive Classroom and homework materials
accompany lectures.
• Audio tape reinforcement

• San Diego

course: also offered in San Francisco.

(800) 223-2618

Call toll-free
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4579

ASB in coordination with
Phi Kappa Theta present

CASINO NIGHT
March 27, USD's More Hall
8 p.m.-midnight
Semi-Formal Attire

For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation
Course, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA 92110

l|P
city
ZIP

current address.
state
.telephone (

).
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Secretary of Academics
Maria Brightbill
Secretary of Academics is an im
portant and unlimited position in the
A.S.B. There are many ways one
can change ideas into concrete ac
tions with this office, and I would like
to do so. In my efforts to fulfill this
elected appointment, I will do my
best to serve the entire student body
in the tasks that will challenge me.
According to the A.S. constitu
tion, the Secretary of Academics has
three responsibilities: (1) he/she is
responsible to the A.S. President for
the coordination of all academic
matters pertaining to students; (2)
he/she works closely with Academic
Deans of the University; and, (3)
he/she will act as chairperson of the
Academic Research Grants Selec
tion Board (A.R.G.S.B.). How the
person who fulfills the position can

coordinate and integrate these tasks
will determine the student body's
best interest involving academic mat
ters.
1 am running for this particular
position for a number of reasons. I
see the need for capable individuals
in the ASB offices of responsibility
and leadership; I want to be involved
with decisions pertaining to the ASB
and academics; 1 understand that an
objective and outgoing person must
act as a mediator and leader; I want
to work for the benefit of all USD
students.
One area under the direction of
the Secretary of Academics that will
be continued next year is Faculty
Forums. These informal interactions
between students and faculty were
very helpful and popular since their

initiation three years ago, and they
are an excellent means of further
communication in our educational
development.
One area that I will attempt to br
ing back into the grips of the ASB is
teacher evaluations. Students need
these informative reviews, and their
absence this past year was question
ed by many.
The Academic Research Grants
Selection Board should be more
familiar to students in the upcoming
year. This Board and its efforts
should be more publicized on cam
pus. The awards make it possible to
increase research at the student level
of the University and thus increase
the academic quality at USD.
Another area that I will review as
Secretary of Academics is the

method of student complaints. In the
past, there has been no defined pro
cess by which the ASB handles stu
dent complaints about academic
problems. I feel this is a service that
the students need and want.
I feel that I am qualified for this
position because of my experience
as a Resident Assistant in Camino/Founders for the last year. This
direct contact with students, along
with my involvement with VISTA,
BACCHUS and other activities on
campus, has broadened my view of
student concerns.
1 am well and able to provide USD
students with the dedicated services
involved with Secretary of
Academics. I would like you to sup
port me - MARIA BRIGHTBILL in getting elected. Please vote.

who were unable to obtain class
materials due to bookstore short
ages, etc. not be tested was denied, I
intend to push for student compen
sation by requesting that more facul
ty members put all class materials on
reserve at the library.
Continuation of the Stu
dent/Faculty Forums and Career
Forums and the development of the
Academic Research Grant Board are
programs that I will support next
year. This past semester I was able to
work closely with Bill Thomas, cur
rent Secretary of Academics, and
aid him in understanding and
developing his position. Through
this involvment, I was able to closely
examine the structure of the Faculty
Forums and gain insight into the
organizing and moderating of them.
In order to increase the effec
tiveness of the Academics position, it
is necessary to allow It to grow to fit
the increasing needs and demands

of the student body. I plan to imple
ment a variety of new programs in
cluding a College Bowl presentation,
a refined Evaluations Handbook that
will allow students a resource profile
of teachers and classes and a Collo
quium/Brown Bag Series that will
further unite students and faculty.
I already have experience in stu
dent services and 1 plan to broaden
those specifically related to
academics. This will include working
on increasing the number of study
areas, continuing the Late Night
Study Areas and lengthening the
hours of both the study areas and
the library.
As Secretary of Academics, I will
endeavor to provide the students
with the experience, initiative and ef
fective representation that will en
sure that fulfillment of their academic
needs. I will resource we have is
mindpower through education. Elect
JESSICAL WATSON.

Jessica Watson
The limits of the academic poten
tial at USD, both for faculty and
students, are only as binding as we
let them be. As Secretary of
Academics, I will reach beyond the
limits of today and using the
knowledge I have gained this year as
Secretary of Student Services, will
achieve the goals of the future now
in order to provide the student
population with a fulfilling, reward
ing academic experience. I will
strengthen the bond between the
students and faculty utilizing the
valuable communication links I have
already established this year. In this
way I will insure that students and
faculty are constantly aware of each
other's needs and concerns.
"Leadership is action, not posi
tion." As Secretary of Academics, I
will be an active force in guarantee
ing that students receive the educa
tion they have a right to. In my role
as a member of the Curriculum

Committee and various other faculty
committees, I will not only voice the
student opinion but will follow up
every angle and make sure that opi
nion is heard and attended. Cur
rently, the administration is redefin
ing the general education re
quirements. It is essential that stu
dent input is received on this issue.
The rapport I have developed
through ASB this year will allow me
to effectively present and represent
student opinion to the administration
and the faculty.
As Secretary of Student Services I
instituted several changes that gave
students a more equitable balance of
rights and responsibilities including
the new housing contract format. It
is this initiative I am bringing into the
Secretary of Academics position that
will insure the rights of the students
both individually and as a body. For
example, although the AS Senate
resolution requesting that students

SPEAKERS BUREAU PRESENTS:

The Minds of Billy Milligan
by Maty Alexander

Billy Milligan, arrested in 1977 as
the Ohio State University "campus
rapist", was the first person in U.S.
history to be acquitted of major
crimes (robbery, rape, kidnapping)
because he had multiple per
sonalities.
Some skeptics believe Milligan is a
fraud, a con man using a plea of in
sanity to avoid prison. Even though
each of his ten personalities
understands the difference between
right and wrong, the standard legal
test of insanity, seven different
psychiatrists and psychologists
agreed that as a "whole person"
Milligan was not responsible for his
actions.
These were the facts as reported in
December 1978 by both Time
magazine and Newsweek. USD will
have the opportunity to judge for
itself whether Billy Milligan possesses
multiple personalities, a total of 24,
when Speaker's Bureau presents
Daniel Keyes' "THE MINDS OF
BILLY MILLIGAN." This sensa
tional multi-media lecture presenta
tion by author Daniel Keyes will be
presented Monday, March 29 at
8pm in Camino Theater, and in
cludes neyer before seen videotapes

of Billy Milligan's 24 personality
changes.
Keyes, author of The Minds of
Billy Milligan, was skeptical but in
terested in writing the story when
asked to do so by Milligan. Milligan
assured him that "deeper secrets of
his inner people had never been
revealed to anyone, including his at
torney and the psychiatrist who ex
amined him." This was an accurate
statement. At that time only 10 out
of his 24 personalities had been
revealed.
It wasn't until Milligan fused com
pletely into an amalgam of all his
personalities, a new individual, that
Keyes was able to piece together the
jigsaw psyche and series of events in
the strange life of Billy Milligan that
are presented in his book.
At the end of the trial in 1978,
Milligan had ten identifiable per
sonalities, eight male and two
female. One of the two female per
sonalities, the lesbian Adelena, is
thought to be the personality that
committed the rapes of which
Milligan is accused. Two years later,
Milligan was identified as having 13
additional personalities suppressed
by "Arthur", one of the original
dominant ten, because they had

undesirable traits. The twenty-fourth
personality is referred to by Keyes as
the "Teacher".
"The Teacher is the sum of all
twenty-three alter egoes fused into
one," writes Keyes. "The Teacher
has almost total recall, and his
emergence and cooperation made
this book possible."
The Minds of Bil/y Milligan is
Keyes' fourth book. Keyes is the
celebrated author who wrote
Flowers for Algernon in 1966, which

. . Psstf
Somebody's
Following You

99

was made into the film Charley for
which Cliff Robertson received an
Oscar.
Keyes' lecture presentation, "The
Minds of Billy Milligan" is a real-life
presentation of a man whose per
sonality was shattered, psychiatrists
believe, at the age of nine.
According to Keyes, "The au
dience will have to keep reminding
themselves that this is not science fic
tion."

BATTLE OF
THE CLASSES
Games, Food and Entertainment

Saturday, March 27
10:00 to 3:00

That is, someone will be following
you if you would like to be a Cam
pus Tour Guide.
On Saturday, April 17th, the USD
Admissions Office will once again
host a College Visiting Day for pros
pective students and their parents.
And, part of our overall program to
acquaint them with USD, we will be
offering campus tours on that day.
Are you enthusiastic, outgoing,
and sincere? If so, and you'd like to
be a Tour Guide, leave your name,
dorm number, and phone number
with the Admissions Office or call
Anne or Paul at extension *4506,
and you'll be contacted for an
organizational meeting.

RETREAT
SIGN-UPS

Now Being Taken
In Front Of
The Chapel
March 28
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Question
Of The Week
Question by Carol Damon

Photos by Gina Arcaro

WHAT DO YOU FEAR THE MOST?

Betsy Myers
Senior
Business Administration
"Getting a real job, 'cause that
means really growing up."

The cast of Flnian's Rainbow. The show will run March 25-28.

THE USD PERFORMANCE OF:

Finfan's Rainbow
the sex-starved Cherubino in "Mar
riage of Figaro" exudes her own
natural effervescence as Finian's
daughter Sharon. Her love interest is
represented by the Union organizer,
Woody Mahoney, handsomely por
trayed by "man about campus" Ken
Best.
The lecherous leprechaun, Og,
comes to life in the person of
everyone's favorite singing Italian,
Jim Morlino. Jim sparkles in a per
formance that combines the amiabili
ty of David Wayne and the eyes of
Eddie Cantor. His love interest is
played by the irTepressable Desiree
Callahan who lit up the stage as

Adelaide in last year's now classic,
"Guys and Dolls." Her performance
was so captivating that it prompted
noted theatre critic Jim Kerr of the
"Windemere Weekly" to proclaim
"Miss Callahan's performance com
pares very favorably with that of Vi
vian Blaine's in MGM's star studded
film version."
Bill Kerr, known to both his fans
because of his unique characteriza
tions of Sky Masterson and Dracula,
is the ill winded Senator Rawkins.
Bill, noted liberal and party activist
(any kind of party) shows us a red
necked Reagonomic side that was
heretofore deeply within him.

Battle of the Classes

John Rutledge and Tom Wilson,
known to the musical public for their
Linda Vista night club act "The Phi
Kap Boys" round out the cast as in
struments of the Senator's
bureaucracy.

"Finian's Rainbow," a musicalcomedy of Irish magic in the tleep
south opens this Thursday night at
Camino Theatre. "Finian's
Rainbow" (with book and lyrics by
Yip Harburg of "Wizard of Oz"
fame), is historically significant as it
was the first Broadway musical to
feature an integrated cast.

Robert Madden
Junior
English
"Me, when I get letters to the editor.'

Tom Paskowitz, in a "tour de
force" of New Jersey energy, por
trays the title role of Finian. Tom has
etched out memorable portrayals of
Nathan Detroit in "Guys and Dolls"
and Renfield in "Dracula."
Mary Pat Hoffman, last seen as

Angela Tarantino
Junior
Behavioral Science
"Carol Damon getting drunk and
stripping. 'Georgina' Arcaro; Jane
Knoell, the on-the-spot reporter,
"not being on the spot."

Katie Trotter
Senior
Education
"Getting locked in the freezer with
Myers and ice cream, with Skip
Walsh pounding on the door."

Juan Osuna
Senior
Business Administration
"Bad grades, because it's so close to
graduation."

By Tim Beaulieu

On Saturday, March 27, the
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and
seniors will clash at the Sports
Center to see who is athletically
superior. Sponsored by the ASB
Senators, this 2nd Annual Battle of
the Classes will begin at 10 a.m. and
extend until 3 p.m. The agenda will
include basketball, softball,
volleyball, swim relay, inner-tube
water polo, obstacle course, fun run,
and the brutal tug of war
Each team for every event will
consist evenly of men and women.
Each event will give five points for
first place, three points for second
place and one point for third place.
The class with the most points after
the eight events will be declared the
winner. Each member of the winn
ing team will be given a Battle of the
Classes Champion T-shirt.
Hopefully you are already signed
up for some sport, but if you are still
asking yourself, "How do I sign up?"
or "How can I get one of those
T-shirts?" then contact your class
senator. He or she is responsible for
arranging the teams so if you are in
terested, please call them Thursday
or find them in their office during the
times listed in the ASB office.
Senior Senators are Rick Howard,
435-0221 and Bob Call, 574-6935.
Junior Senators are Rick Sanchez,
296-4330 and Tom Burke,
295-6454. Sophomore Senators are
Erin OToole, 296-3538 and Tim
Beaulieu, 488-4784. Freshmen
Senators are Johnna Matranga,
276-5407 and John Napolean,
295-9127.

Sign-ups have begun this week so
get a hold of your senator if you
haven't already. There might still be
places available for Saturday. AH in
tercollegiate players can participate
in any sport except their own. Hot
dogs, chips, and soft drinks will be
served while music will be rocking
the area.
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The play runs Thursday through
Saturday (25-27) at 8 p.m. with a
matinee performance on Sunday at
2:30. Ticket prices range from two
to four dollars depending on who
you know.

presents JUST AFTER
^
MIDNIGHT MOVIES
EVERY FRI & SAT
5 MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM

A RALPH BAKSHI FILM

WIZARDS,

An apic fantasy'
RICHARD PRYOR 4 of paaca and •magk
V-dL*
LIVE IN CONCERT

3

THE WHO

QUADREPHENIA

EURAIL YOUTHPASS
26 years and under. 2 months unlimited
16 countries. $350.00
_ A, .
1 month—$270.00
CALL

295-0202
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Excerpts From The
New USD Catalogue
by Mortimer Brtwrier
The new USD Undergraduate Bulletin is out. I love new catalogues of any
kind. Arrival of the new Sears & Roebuck catalogue means many fruitful
hours spent leafing through the lingerie section The new L.L. Bean
catalogue drives me to distraction, as in my blissful reveries I snuggle into the
duck blind in my L.L. Bean held pants and L.L Bean waterproof boots, with
my L.L. Bean lumberjack shirt on underneath my L.L. Bean outdoorsman's
vest, and as northering ducks swoop down to earth lured by my L.L. Bean
hand-painted decoys, 1 blow them out of the sky. 1 even glance through the
catalogues 1 keep getting from Harry's Chain and Leather Mail Order House
of Kink.
My work study job is proofreading for grammatical and spelling errors in
the pamphlets and catalogues that come out of USD. In reading through the
new bulletin, a few course offerings caught my attention. (1 demanded they
(pve it back, which they did, but only after stealing my affections.) 1 picked
out a few of these course descriptions in order to give you some idea of
where USD is headed academically, and to allow you a little head start in
transferring elsewhere.

THE SCREENING ROOM

Death Trap
by Paul Gordon
Sidney Lumet's "Death Trap" is
an interesting attempt at recreating
the original Ira Levin stage play
which is about the reversal of plot
elements in murder mysteries.
Michael Caine stars as Sidney Bruhl,
a playwright with a problem.
A master of the mystery genre, his
latest whodunit has been hooted off
stage by an angry first-night au
dience. In the words of one critic,
there was more drama in the fight for
cabs outside the theatre, than there
was on stage.
Sidney is almost out of options.
He can head home to East Hampton
to play with his writer's blocks, or he
can live off his ailing wife's money.
Only a new smash hit can salvage his
reputation and his pride, and Sidney
is written out.
Enter Clifford
Anderson
(Christopher Reeve), formerly a stu
dent at one of Sidney's college
seminars. Clifford has written a first
play, a mystery ... a very good
mystery ... and the ony person
who's read it is Sidney Bruhl, who
cheerfully admits that he would kill
for a hit.
"Deathtrap" is an awfully funny
film, and although Lumet, a film
maker who has produced many
films which have been better, does
not have a wonderfully exciting
screenplay to work with, it seems
that he has done the best he can with

actors Michael Caine, Christopher
Reeve, Dyan Cannon and Irene
Worth. The film does not have the
wit which Lumet displayed earlier in
his career when he directed Paddi
Chayefski's "Network". The problem
with the film is that Levin's writing is
not good enough, nothing com
pared to previous novels as
"Rosemaries Baby" and "The Stepford Wives". "Death Trap" is at best
reminiscent of Michael Cain's perfor
mance in the cinematic version of
the stage play "Sleuth".
In "Death Trap" you know that
their will be a murder, but who will
do what to whom and with which,
keeps shifting. Much of Lumet's best
work, (including "Serpico", "Dog
Day Afternoon" and "Prince Of The
City"), has sprang from a tough, ur
ban reality, he is no stranger to
syllabic melodrama. His "Murder On
The Orient Express" revivified in
terest in Agatha Christie and her
Dapper Belgian sleuth, Hercule
Poirot, siring a slew of sequels.
Lumet's "Deathtrap" differs from
conventional mysteries in that there's
no detective to gather the suspects in
the drawing room, slot the puzzle
pieces in place and name the killer.
In "Deathtrap" the audience is the
detective.
Possibly there are five different
murderers in "Deathtrap", but it is
very unpredictable. The line be
tween good mystery and good com-

VITA LAB

edy is very thin. Both take delicate
timing. When the audience is really
scared, their natural reaction is to
laugh. The kind of laughter you get
when you are shocked so bad when
something grisly happens over
which you have no control.
"Deathtrap" is currently playing at
the College Theatre, AMC Fashion
Valley 4, UA Glasshouse 6, Mann's
Plaza Bonita 6, University Towne
Centre, and the Harbor Drive-in.

Guide To
Radio
Specials
A Guide to Radio Specials, Concert
Broadcasts, and Interviews for Mar.
25th-29th
Fri. 26th
KPRIFM106

Monday:
Wednesday:
Friday:

KLOS 95'/*
FM

Senators Conference Room
in the Student Union
(Next to the gameroom)

Bring:

W-2 forms, interest earnings
and other revelant
information
Sponsored by
USD Accounting Society

Judas Priest Musk: & Interviews
9 p m .
Bob Welsh & Friends — Rimed
live at the Roxy in L A ,
Simulcast with ON T.V.
(features Mick Fleetwood and
Crtstie McVie)
11 p.m.

KPRI FM106 All Night Album Replay featuring
back-to-back albums by Bad
Co.. ZZ Top. Asia & J. Geiis
Sun 28th
KLOS 95'/r
FM

King Biscuit Flower Hour with
concert nusk by Le Roux and
Missing Persons
5 p.m.
The 7th Day (seven a bums in a
row) featuring albums by The
Doors. Heart. Ozzy Ozboume.
Blind Faith, Def Leppard and
The Allman Brothers Live
Afcum
6 p.m.

9-12 and 1-4
9-12 and 1-4
9-12

Location:

Philosohpy 113: BURPING THE PHILOSOPHICAL BABY, John Don
nelly, Phd. This course will attempt to "dejargonize" the vocabularly of
philosophy, and is recommended for those students who think that "modus
ponens" is a scalp disease. An attempt will be made to show why the
posltivistic theologian thinks that the statement "God created the world from
nothing" is really a moral utterance amounting to "Play the saxophone or get
out of the tub." Also covered will be the necessitate consequenbae/necessitate consequetis and the induction/deduction dichotomies, and
why to panic if your recipe for lentil soup calls for either. Some interesting
sidelights will be examined, such as: the fact that moments before Leibniz
decided to make his monads "windowless" the huge plate glass in his living
room had imploded spontaneously; how Price's concept of an afterlife of
"discamate personalities" could include the hope of "incarnate coeds"; and
why it would be contrary to Donnelly's theistic stance to pronounce "Califor
nia" correctly. Prerequisites; Philosophy 2 (Understanding Logical Im
possibilities) and Philosophy 99 (The Phenomenology of Hurley's
Mercedes).
A

Sat 27th

Free assistance in preparing
State and Federal Income Tax Forms

Times:

Midnight Afcum Replay - J.
Geiis Freeze Ploy

English 200: ILLITERACY AS A WAY OF LIFE, Dennis Clausen, PhD. A
first semester requirement for those students who can either diagram a
sentence or spell "rutabaga" correctly, or who have even a vague understan
ding of The Wasteland. This course will drag these snobs off their high horse
and down to the level of their peers. Tenses of the verb "ain't" will be
memorized. Drills will be held on misspelling and incorrect syntactical con
struction. Semester will include an in-depth study of the poetry of Rod
McKuen, and pupils will learn to rhyme "Yeats" with "beets" and "Hem
ingway" with "cumquat." Guest lecturers will include Charles Dickens on
Understanding Nineteenth Century Novels by Reading the Chapter Titles
and Robert Clark Young on Non-Polemic Literary Criticism. Failure of the
course is mandatory. Prerequisites: English 1 (Misunderstanding
Homonyms) or English 2 (Basic Decomposition).

The Local Music Show (L.A.'s
Hottest)
Midnight

KMET 94 7 Qff
FM
chet.

Record with MoOy Hat
5 p.m.

KGB 101.5

Rock Afcum Countdown of Top
20 Albums
7 a.m.

KPRI 106

Interviews with Led Zeppebn.
Police and Rush 8 p.m.
Prerecorded live Thin Lizzy &
Blondie
10 p.m.

Business Administration 109; SOUNDING LIKE A BIGSHOT, Robert
O'Neil, PhD. This course is for students planning to pursue a career in upper
level management. They will learn that it is unnecessary to know anything
about business so long as you sound like you do. The vocabulary of intimida
tion will be covered, and why it is always to your advantage to begin meetings
with phrases such as, "Gentlemen, it has come to my attention that," "What
the hell is going on here," and especially, "Hey, did you hear the one
about..." Students will also be reminded that foreign phrases always sound
impressive, and how your inability to leave your apartment the previous
night to attend the quarterly production meeting was attributable to the hie
sunt puellae factor. The course will include a brief review of basic accounting
principles such as, "What are assets and where to find girls that have them."
Prerequisites: Accounting 22 (Attending a Merrill Lynching) and Business
100 (Mismanaging Your Student Loan).
Music 19: MUSIC DEPRECIATION, Michael Bahde. cocktail pianist. The
long and often discordant history of music will be reviewed then scoffed at.
Stress will be placed on the use of sharps and flats are marital aids. Students
will engage in various musical endeavors, such as learning how to play the
buffoon. Prerequisite: Music 5 (The Clef Note: Friend or Foe?)
Physical Education 47: SPELUNKING WITH DWARVES, Gary Becker,
B.A. candidate. This course will cover the rudiments of exploring caves with
people under four feet tall. The geological origins of caves will be examined:
how during the Permian period of the Paleozoic era, strata of igneous rock
slowly forced their way into elementary schools. This caused large numbers
of cool limestone minerals to drop out and hang around taverns (which
prehistoric man mispronounced "caverns," an understandable mistake con
sidering he was not to appear for another 270,000,000 years). Students will
be required to memorize the difference between stalactites and stalagmites
and then forget it. They will also learn that it is rude to laugh out loud at cave
graffiti in the company of dwarves, since much of it will be over their heads.
The danger of saying the word "cretin" when a short person is holding the
flashlight will be stressed. Prerequisite: Phys Ed 19 (Rappeliing with the
Criminally Insane).
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Social Chairman
Mike Wisniewski

The most direct contact that the
majority of students have with the
A.S B. is through the events pro
vided by the office of the Social
Chairman. Because the Social
Chairman is responsible for the ma
jor social events of the year (i.e.,
T.G.'s, concerts, Homecoming,
Spring Ball), experience and com
mitment are essential in maintaining
the present standards as well as ex

ploring other new avenues of social guidelines I feel bigger name artists
development. Involvement, satisfac are possible at lower prices to the
tion, and enjoyment can be obtained students.
by providing a wide variety of quality
New precedents were set this year
social events which encompass the with the school's annual formal
interests of all students.
events. The student and alumni at
Because the T.G.'s are the most tendance at Homecoming surpassed
regularly attended social function on
that of all previous years. I would
campus I feel they deserve special at like to provide more opportunities
tention. The atmosphere of the for student participation during
T.G.'s has changed dramatically in halftime ceremonies with floats, ban
the past year. The addition of live ners, etc. so that our Homecoming
bands and pizza is one aspect of the festivities are in the true spirit of
T.G.s I would like to see continue as Homecoming.
well as the theme weekends.
This year's Spring Ball proved to
Through cooperative programming be enjoyable for all who attended.
and working with the other A.S. of
Because of the fine preparation and
fices I would like to provide more ac
planning both students and faculty
tivities during the T.G.'s.
were able to enjoy an evening of din
Next year concerts will be directed ing and dancing. However, I feel
and organized under the guidance of that more planning is in order so that
the Social Chairman. I feel better better seating and dancing ar
planning and proper promotion well rangements at future events such as
in advance are essential to the suc
these can be assured.
cess of the events. With these
Casino Night, a new event this

year, should prove to be an en
joyable evening that all will
remember. I hope to see this event
continue in the following year as well
as other new events which spark the
Interests of the student body.
As the Assistant Social Chairman
this year I have made invaluable
contacts to ensure the greater suc
cess of the aforementioned events.
Many times one is unable to deal
with agents, but must rely instead
upon his personal business relation
ships in order to provide the student
with quality performance at
reasonable costs. In the past year I
developed many of these business
contacts.
Yet, my experience in organiza
tion and budgeting goes far beyond
my appointment as Assistant Social
Chairman. I have held the offices of
Treasurer and Social Chairman in
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity as well as
being a representative to the Inter-

Club Council. I have also worked
here in San Diego, as well as in the
Diocese of Orange, at organizing
and giving retreats and leadership
seminars to large groups of people.
Overall, the office of Social Chair
man is essential in assuring an active
year of student involvement with the
A.S B. As the Social Chairman has
the largest budget in the A.S. and
one of the nine seats on the Ex
ecutive Board, students should not
take their votes lightly. Next week,
when you vote, you are being asked
to choose not a good social chair
man, but the best social chairman —
one who will provide for your max
imum enjoyment with maximum ef
ficiency. My personal values of comitment, responsibility, and hard work
demand that! offer you the best pro
gram possible. When you vote, elect
Mike Wisneiwskl for A.S. Social
Chairman and let my experience
work for you.

MUFFY: Hi Mark, are you voting
today?
MARK: I don't think so Muffy, I
don't have the time.
MUFFY: But Mark, if you don't
vote then you can't tell the ASB
what kinds of events we want on
campus next year. I'm going to vote,
and when I do I'm going to vote for
Dan Dinan as Social Chairman.
MARK: Dan Dinan, isn't he the
guy who was Lark Director this year
and didn't he do that Tim Welsberg
Concert last year?
MUFFY: Yeah, and this year he
also helped with producing the John
Klemmer Concert as well as bringing

some of the best bands in Southern
California. In fact, he got a record
deal for one of them and is trying to
get one for another band.
MARK: Is he the guy that I keep
hearing about who did stuff with the
Pretenders, the Knack, April Wine,
and the Motels and a bunch of other
bands?

agree to come out of retirement and
speak here next year. The best part
is that through his friends in
Hollywood, he gets all the acts he
uses for lower prices than they usual
ly charge, so that our dollar can buy
more entertainment.

Dan Dinan

Photo not
available.

John Lee Hooker to USD.
MARK: I heard that he was the
guy that found Carl Anderson, that
Jazz singer who was here last week.
MUFFY: That's right, in fact Dan
Dinan also brought to USD a lot of
the bands that we had this year, in
cluding the Breakers, who played at
Orientation, and Thrust who played
at the Ball a couple of weeks ago.
MARK: Wow, where does he find
all these people?
MUFFY: Well, I hear that he
knows a lot of people at record com
panies and talent agencies in
Hollywood and that he works with

News Flash

Xavier Ribalta
The Department of Foreign
Languages, The Spanish Club, and
The Casa De Espana en San Diego
Presents:
Xavier Ribalta
Catalan Singer
The performance will be Satur
day, March 27, 7:30 pm In Salomon
Lecture Hall. Admission: $2.00 for
USD students and faculty $3.50 to
the general public
The Catalonia region of northeatern Spain includes the Costa
Brava and the Balearic Islands of
Mallorca; Minorca and Ibeza. The
region's seven million inhabitants
speak a language distinct from the
rest of Spain, with a separate per
sonality and culture that has produc
ed some of the world's most power
ful art and literature, bringing forth
such giants as Antoni Gaudi, Pablo
Picasso, Joan Miro, Salvadore Dali,
Pablo Casals, Montserrat Caballe.

following in this extraordinary tradi
tion, Ribalta communicates a pro
fuse and Intensely-felt imagery, an
interest in international experimenta
tion, and a sense of specifically
Mediterranean tradition. He com
poses most of the music for the
songs he sings; the poems are the
works of many Catalan poets.
Bom in 1943, Xavier Ribalta has
been singing, and playing the guitar
professionlly since 1961. In 1968 he
was forced by General Franco's cen
sorship restrictions, which banned
the Catalan language from public
use, to perform beyond the
Pyrenees. His return to Barcelona in
1975 ws marked by a triumphal
debut in the Teatro Romeo, and he
has since sung freely throughout
Spain, Portugal and Western
Europe, in South America and Mex
ico. With nine records to his credit
(RCA, Columbia, D.G.), he has ap
peared on radio and television in
Spain, Italy, England and the U.S.

MUFFY: Yeah, and he got Al
Stewart, Freddie Hubbard, and the
English Beat to agree to come to
USD although they later fell
through. He also got Dr. Hunter S.
Thompson, the famous gonzo jour
nalist and Rolling Stone editor to

MARK: You know Muffy, I just
changed my mind, I am going to
vote so I can make Dan Dinan Social
Chairman. He seems to really know
what he is doing and we need that
around here.
MUFFY: Good Mark, I'm glad to
hear that. Oh, and is our date still on
for the Polo game on Saturday?

The beauty of the art of Xavier
Ribalta was a revelation to American
audiences when he first came here in
the Spring of 1980; original plans for
a 15-concert tour turned into a
75-concert tour de force!

Starting
March 26th — Friday
Book Store Cuts Prices
for Spring Sale
Select Books, Stuffed Animals, Office Sup
plies, Briefcases, Stationary, Wallets, Note
Pads & more.

Ellas

HAIR DESIGN

Full Service
Beauty and
Barber
Salon
Saltan Trained

Precision
Cutters

7608 Linda Viata Rd.
at the Intersection
of Meaa College Dr.
and 163

.V

Expires 3/25

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES
Precision Cut &
Blowdry
Cut Included

Perms

For Women

30°°

For Women 12^

PnrMn.
For Men 25°°

268-8865

Elias Hair Styling

268-8865

lO"0

Regular Haircut $5
Eliaa Hair Styling

268-8865
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DEDICATION OF

"TEAM'

USD's Women's Crew
by Emily Schell
5:15 a.m. Who gets up that early?
Its not only early, but its dark and its
cold Especially at the Mission Bay
Aquadic Center where a team of
students meet at 5:15 a. m , Monday
thru Friday, to practice as USD's
Womens' Crew Team.
How can you get up this early?
The girls' answers varied from "Its
not easy" to "I'm still asking myself!"
However, a firm answer from Coach
Duke Robbinson stated "You get
used to it." While most people are
sleeping peacefully in warm beds, 20
very dedicated female athletes from
USD are up rowing upon the waters
of Mission Bay. Yet the uniqueness
of the sight — seeing a team of eight,
sitting upon the water as the sun hits
the bay during its rise, working in
perfect mechanical motion as if
strings were attached to each
form.. .so serene, so calm, so perfect
— is worth the early wake.
"It takes a lot of physical and men
tal work. This is one of the few sports
where teamwork is absolutely
necessary. It doesn't depend on in
dividual strength, but the entire
team," commented novice coxswain
Suzette Paullada. Sophomore Tatiana Jiminez added, "Everyone
think we're really crazy, but we have
fun Also, crew gives us much
discipline." By discipline, the two ex
panded upon their systematic
schedules involving: rowing practice
(5:15 M-F, 8-11 Saturdays), land
practice — bleachers, running, situps, push ups,...(3-5 T&Th) with all
homework and social activities done
before 9:00 p.m. when a strict bed
time is necessary. Weight is another
disciplinary aspect of the sport.
Weight requirements are necessary
for weight classifications and boat
speeds. One might conclude that "Its
not easy" as team captain and sec
ond year rower Anne Dickerson
stated, "You have to be really
dedicated. This is the most demand
ing sport...but its worth it."
As stressed by Robbinson and
various team members, crew is
something that has to be seen, and
felt, before it can be understood.
Perhaps this is the reason that so few
know about crew, especially
womens' crew. USD's program has

only been in existence for five years
and though the sport is growing in
popularity, it doesn't receive near as
much student support nor media
coverage as the other sports. More
factors. Dickerson smiled when
commenting on the effectiveness of
Coach Robbinson as she remem
bered a statement he made when
Joining the team two years ago, "He
said that he would be more of an ad
vocate for womens' lib than any of
us." Robbinson believes that not
many really understand female
athletes and he uses his own tech
niques of coaching them. Attemp
ting to upgrade USD's team, he
presents a friendly, learning-type at
mosphere for the women. Though
he feels that he's becoming a tyrant
as time goes on, Robbinson uses his
expertise and experience of rowing
to teach and coach this team.
Frustration sets in, explained the
coach, when the talent and the abili
ty is seen, yet not applied. He holds
to the age-old theory of learning
from one's mistakes. Notirfg the dif
ficulties involved with a new pro
gram, Robbinson allows his athletes
to learn as they progress and he
hopes that in the longrun, they'll
realize the reasoning behind certain
aspects of his coaching
Discussing the social pressures of
winning results from a team. Robbin
son aims to win. but concentrates
more on the values learned, or gain
ed, in crew. As forementioned by
one team member, discipline is one
value of importance as is the true
theme of teamwork. "Its a team ef
fort sport. One in which you become
very close to the eight people you
row with," outlined team captain
Dickerson.
Robbinson is an encouraging
coach and lets the women know of
their progress when due. A recent
team meeting opened with his com
forting voice relating the most en
couraging aspects of the team during
its last meet. Negative points were
equally stressed, but the encourage
ment usually sets deeper in an
athlete. Last Saturday's meet with
USC was discussed and Robbinson
pointed out his content with the var
sity eight who he saw "for the first
time ever" not give up in the final

stretch of their race The varsity team
lost to USC by a fractional seventenths of a second in their race The
coach doesn't see a conscious deci
sion to give up, but finishing the race
is difficult. USC's close match was an
improvement over that unconscious
decision in which there was "no
slacking off."
With only seven women's crew
teams in Southern California, there
is presently no formal league that
USD participates in. However, a
conference is being started amongst
these teams and formal dual meets
with results will begin next year A
regatta, or conference tournament,
is planned to end the season of row
ing.
Pleased with the positive attitude
of the women about themselves and
about what they're doing, Robbin
son is looking ahead to his im
mediate goal of winning the Novice
8 at the upcoming event of the
season, the "bigee," the Crew
Classic which will be held at Mission
Bay featuring such prestigious
universities as Yale, Harvard and
Stanford with over 2,000 par
ticipating athletes. Held April 3rd, its
the biggest West Coast rowing tour
nament and is predicted to be filled
with excitement. Representatives
from USD strongly urge USD stu
dent support at this event. The team
has been warned that "brutal training
is ahead of them in preparation for
the Classic.
Composing the 1981-'82
Womens' Crew team are, returning
rowers: Anna Ramirez, Anne
Dickerson, Virginia Stehly. Joanne
Fox and Adrienne Lane with the
following novice rowers assisting in
the varsity competition: Maren
Gilmore. Avis Reinicke. Tina Moms
and Gina Fiore. Novice rowers in
clude: Patsy Milroy. Barbara Rapp.
Tatiana Jiminez. Suzette Paullada.
Eva DeMeyer. Molly Whalen. Molly
Doyle. Mary Jo Phelon. Rachelle
Smith. Cindy Zack and Sara Vafis.
In support of this growing and
progressing sport of true dedication
and "teamwork," the best of luck ijt
your races and efforts in represen
ting the University of San Diego It
comes from one who now "under
stands" after one morning's
workout.

Kobernick Wins Racquetball Classic
Todd Kobernick, a USD law stu
dent, defeated Steve Keeler in the
First Annual USD Ektelon Racquetball Classic held this past weekend at
CourtSports. Kobernick and Keeler,
seeded numbers one and two
respectively, had little trouble
polishing off their opponents to meet
head-on in the tournament. Kober
nick easily won the first game 21-13.
but had to come back from a 16-8
deficit to win the championship
21-17 in a 'best of three' series
Kobernick defeated Mark Tunney
to advance to the championships
while Keeler defeated Jon Brogan
Brogan and Tunney dualed it out for
third place with Tunney outlasting
Brogan in a tiebreaker 11-9
In the consolation round. Chuck

Kemp and Prof Gary Whitney bat
tled for over an hour and a half
before-Kemp pulled out the victory.
Kiela Harper, the only female en

trant, played a very competitive
game before falling in the quarter
finals of the consolation round by
one point in the tiebreaker game
The tournament, sponsored by
Ektelon and the A S B. under the
Secretary of Athletics. Mark Tunney.
was a "huge success" according to
Tunney. "We would have liked to
have seen a stronger turnout,
especially in the female entries, but 1
can't complain. We had a total of 25
entries," said Tunney. Tunney an
nounced that he would be setting up
a Racquetball Ladder and that
anyone interested can contact the
A.S.B. office. Tunney wished to
thank CourtSport of San Diego and
Ektelon for their cooperation and
generosity.

Toreros Dispatch
Gamecocks
i
Friday, USD's Mens' Tennis
team upped it season record to 15
wins and 8 losses by beating the
University of South Carolina
Gamecocks.
The match against the *17 ranked
team in the country was filled with
drama. Senior Terry Ward won his
singles at position *1 by scores of
6-3, 7-6. Peter Herrmann battled his
opponent through 3 long sets, finally
prevailing 6-4 in the deciding set.
Tye Ferdinandsen won the closest
match of the day, after being down a
match point in the second set; he
went on to win a tiebreaker and the
third set by a margin of 6-4. USD's
losses came a positions 5 and 6,
where Jay Massart and Eric Steinbroner fell, both in straight sets.
After singles, the score was USD 4
and USC 2; the Toreros needed
only to win one of the 3 remaining
doubles to clinch the match.
"It sounds like an easy task," said
Coach Ed Collins, "but it can be a
real challenge."
Collins' cautiousness came from a
recent harrowing experience against
Yale University. After splitting the
singles 3-3, the local netters started
the doubles with an apparent intense
desire to win. they secured the first
sets on all 3 courts, only to lose the
following 6 sets, and the match, by a
score of 6-3.
"We still seem to be searching for
the ideal doubles combinations,"
said Collins. "At times our teams
have played brilliantly, but there
have been some inopportune times
when the guys have temporarily lost
sight of their goal."
In Friday's match the winning
doubles match was played by senior
Terry Ward and Eric Steinbroner.
They won handily by lopsided scores

of 6-0, 6-3. Also winning were
Freshmen Eddie FarTOw and lan
McLaughlin, who cruised to a 5-7,
6-4, 7-6 victory. The final team
score was 6-3.
Through the first two-thirds of the
season the netters have fared respec
tably They have registered good
wins against BYU, ASU, San Jose
St., Oklahoma, Irvine, Long Beach
and South Carolina. Their disap
pointing losses have come at the
hands of SDSU, Tulsa, Wichita State
and Yale.
The complete record and remain
ing schedule follows:
USD 9
USIU 0
USD 6
Long Beach 3
USD 9
Fullerton 0
USD 3
SDSU 6
USD 9
LA State 0
USD 5
UC Irvine 4
USD 5
Grossmont 0
USD 2
USC 7
USD 9
San Diego City 0
USD 2
UCLA 7
USD 6
BYU 3
USD 5'/z
Arizona St. 2Vz
USD 2'/z
California 6V2
USD 2>/2
Stanford 6V2
USD 6
San Jose St. 3
USD 3
Wichita St. 6
USD 8
New Mexico 1
USD 4
Tulsa 5
USD 6
Oklahoma 3
USD 7
U. of Richmond 2
USD 6
Boston U 1
USD 3
Yale 6
HEdrol 3
6
Colorado. Mar 24; Minnesota,
Mar 25; Northwestern. Mar. 27;
Harvard, Mar. 31; Pepperdine,
April 2; Long Beach, April 16; Ir
vine, April 17; SDSU, April 20;
WCAC. April 22-25; UCSD, April
29; USIU. May 3.

BARKMAN ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:

Vet Galloway
Sparks Softball
No question about it, the 1982
Torera Softball squad has fallen
upon some tough times of late Any
lower echelon NCAA team that
dares to take on Division 1 competi
tion is bound for a rough ride. It's
only natural then for a young team
to look to the old vets for leadership
and consistant run production.
Barkman Athlete of the Week
Cheryl Galloway has provided both
to a struggling but undaunted team.
Through 14 games. Galloway has
punched in some 17 RBI's. and has
maintained a smooth .333 batting
average. This is no surprise to the
Torera coaching staff: Cheryl had
the highest average of all returnees,
and was second overall last year.
"She's our most consistent hitter.
We can count on her to come
through in the clutch." says Asst.
Coach Ted Gosen. Her 17 RBI in 14
games bear this statement out.
"Cheryl is our offensive catalyst.
Lately she's realiy started to come
around, which sparked our offense a

great deal."
Galloway continued her spunky
offensive showing in this weekend's
tough 4 game sweep by highly
touted Las Vegas team. The staunch
defensive efforts of this Division I
team could not stifle Galloway in her
war against enemy pitching, as
evidenced by her going 3 for 4 in
one game, her continued hitting with
runners in scoring positions, and her
third triple of the"season.
Amid a multitude of talented
athletes stands Junior first baseman,
right fielder, and DH Chery
Galloway. The Barkmen hail Cheryl
and her crew for their tireless efforts
day in and day out. as they take on
all comers.
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Secretary of Athletics
Tim Beaulieu

J*

Throughout my first two years at
USD. 1 have been increasingly in
terested in the leadeship of our
school. As Sophomore Senator this
past year. I have obtained a first
hand understanding of the ASB's
ground rules and policies. The role
of Secretary of Athletics possesses
many obligations and respon
sibilities. yet enables the positionholder to implement many new
ideas for the spirit and well-being of
the school.
In terms of responsibilities
Secretary of Athletics must coor
dinate the Homecoming Crowning
Ceremony, "Torero Week," and

numerous extracurricular outings
and events The most important of
these."Torero Week", generates
spirit and pnde up to the Homecom
ing game and dance. I have a few
good ideas, in addition to those used
last year, that will enhance student
involvement during this particular
week Some of the other extra ac
tivities include raquetball, ultimate
frisbee. volleyball tournaments, ski
trips, etc...
While observing many different
athletic events and participating in
rugby and football this year, I have
witnessed areas where school in

volvement could have been in
creased. To begin, the dates and
times of all the athletic matches,
games, meets, regattas must be
equally distributed to everyone. I will
refrain from donating the majority of
my time and allocated budget to the
so called "major" sports; and 1 will
give an equal distribution to the
"minor" sports like crew, cross
country, and rugby. Concerning the
football and basketball programs,
rooter busses and tail-gate parties are
essential.
The previous Secretary of
Athletics, Mark Tunney. has done
an excellent job in reorganizing this

position From his groundwork, 1 will
work for increased spirit and involve
ment by all. Whatever your wish is,
Homecoming Queen or Rugby
Queen, USD's students will have a
better opportunity of becoming more
active than in the past.
Prior to voting Monday and Tues
day, please evaluate all the can
didates evenly. In terms of ex
perience and actual involvement in
athletics and ASB; I hope you will
recognize the advantages I have over
my adversary Please Vote for Tim
Beaulieu as your Secretary of
Athletics.

Paul Leasure
My name is Paul Leasure. I have
attended the University of San Diego
since the fall of 1980, and I plan to
major in Business Administration
with a minor in Computer Science. I
am running for the office of secretary
of athletics and recreation. This of
fice entails many responsibilities. For
example, I would be a representative
to assist and promote any A.S. or
University sports or recreation pro
grams. I would also like to establish
an A S. Spirit Committee and
preside as chairperson thereof. Fur
thermore, I would direct the A.S.

cheerleaders along with the pepster
moderator and the coaches.
In addition to these obligations, I
would work for the establishment of
an intercollegiate Lacrosse team. 1
have witnessed great success with a
similar project at the University of
Santa Clara. I believe a Lacrosse
team at the University of San Diego
would experience the same success
as our Rugby team has achieved.
I also would like to expand the In
tramural Program. Additions which I
feel would be used include tennis,
expanded bowling and wrestling.

Joston's — Protects you with a full lifetime warranty.

Joston's —

Changes your year or degree, resizes or
repolishes, replaces chipped stones,
free, free anytime.

Joston's —

On sale at the campus Bookstore

DEMAND THE BEST
ASK FOR
Josten's Rings At The USD
Bookstore

Along with the established sports, I
believe this provides a very well
rounded program.
I feel an important part of my posi
tion as chairperson of the spirit Com
mittee would be to raise awareness
of our baseball team. Our baseball
team is outstanding, and has been
consistent in competition verses the
top collegiate teams. As such I
believe it deserves more student sup
port. With the Spirit Committee, I
would probe possible means of ac
complishing this.
If elected, I would always provide

an open door policy. Anyone with
suggestions concerning Intramurals,
spirit or any other aspects of my
position should feel free to come to
my office and speak with me. Your
input would be beneficial in helping
perform my tasks and duties to the
University of San Diego's best in
terest.
Please vote for me, Paul Leasure
on either Monday, the 29th, or on
Tuesday the 30th. A vote for
Leasure is a vote for your Leisurely
recreation.
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Ruggers Split One Apiece Against UCLA
USD's Ruggers' first side engaged
in a brutal, bloody battle this past
week in Westwood against UCLA.
In the epd, the Ruggers suffered a
close embittered defeat to the prep
pies from the North. From the initial
skiremish. the USD scrum was over
powering and caught UCLA, the
University Division Champion, off
guard. Aggressive forward play led
by Chris "Skellymonger" Pascale
and Bobby "the alcoholic" McDon
nell combined with an innovative
kicking game by Johnny "the pig
sticker via Bakersfield" Purcell and
Tim "Ba-Ba-Loo" and Mattie "Quick
of Feet and Tongue" Sandoval (off a
two week injury) lead USD to a 6-3
advantage in the first half. Danny
"Phalic" Malak booted an
astronomical conversion kick 35
yards at a 45 degree angle. "The
Alcoholic" took the kick from "King
pig-sticker" and scooted forty yards
for the first try of the afternoon.
The second half was characterized
by sadistic agressive scrum play lead
by the notorious head-butter "Benwaldo" Lubbomb and Andy "Fat
Boy in Bondage" Walker at the
Props and the human thumb from
Arabia at Hooker. All day, the two
front rows came in hard which lead
to a number of sore sports at the end
of the day. UCLA was able to
capitalize on fluke penalties (some
one was accidently kicked! Sure!)
and took the lead, 12-10, with fif
teen minutes left in the ensueing bat
tle. "Skellymonger" was infuriated
and he lead the whole scrum to an
eight man push over the would-be
Bruin tacklers for the second USD
try of the game. With the score
12-10, the USD Ruggers fired up
with the leadership of "Maddog"
Mama G who raked havoc the
whole game with an estimated 20
tackles. But UCLA took to the air
with a fifty yard punt by their

Ssfon&ydL

Australian scrum half who chased it
down and with the aid of good help
his way. scored the final try of the
game It was the icing on the cake
with only a few minutes left and the
score at 18-10.
The second team came out with
vengence to win their third straight
victory in a row. The final score was
25-14 Mike "Nice Guy With No
Nickname" DeRoche sampled se
cond team play and had a field day.
He must have run for over 400 years
and scored three tries for the day.
Rookies "Just Plain-Animal" Tersini
and John "High-Noon" scored a try
and took two players out. "Animal"
simply took players out. Other stan
douts and scorers were Tim
"Bomber" Hoffman and mark

Women's Tennis
Fighting Back
USD's Womens' Tennis team
hosted the University of New Mexico
and Cal State Long Beach this past
week. Beating both teams solidly,
the improving Toreras bettered their
weak 5-9 record to 7-9.
Against New Mexico last Thurs
day, USD posted victories in the top
five singles positions to secure
enough points for the team win,
without even having to play doubles.
The doubles team of Douzu and
Farell, however, managed to claim
one more match before the rain
came, and USD took UNM, 6-1.
Said Coach Scotty McCarthy, "I
have noticed a change in the girls.
Everyone is playing more desire and
determination. The will to win is
back in their souls."
Revenge was the intention of USD
Toreras as they faced Cal State Long
beach last Friday. In the 1981
season, the Long Beach 49ers
soundly defeated USD twice. This
year the tables were turned ... San
Diego tasted sweet revenge as they
knocked out Long Beach, 7-2. The
Toreras controlled play from the
very beginning, taking the majority
of singles matches and completely
sweeping the doubles. This pleased
McCarthy, as he commented after
wards, "The best aspect of this
match is that we won at all three
doubles positions."
McCarthy highlighted a few per
formances during the past week of
competition: "I'm very happy with
the play of Julie Roberts, who has
really come through in 3-set match
es. She is working hard on her net
game which will make all the dif
ference. The tandem of NewmanCasta came through nicely as a
team, finally, to win, 6-1, 6-2. Diane
Farrell, recovering from her back in-
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"Crazy Legs" Richardson Game
fierceness heightened to such a
brutal level that at one point
"Bomber's" dad on the sidelines was
hit solidly on the face from a punt by
T Ba-Ba-Loo who also wasn't in the
game
Notable absences took their effect
and USD feels obliged to give them
recognition Most costly was the in
jury to Greg Hareld (broken leg).
Others are Mark Hanson (broken
face), Bob Simmons (broken ankle),
John "Happy Bunny" Pace (broken
nose), Joe-Fish Reitano (head split
and gashed). Barney XVII
"Nobleman" West (out with royal
hangover) and finally Homerdog
Holmes (busy doing accounting and
getting rich).

jury, is also playing well."
The Toreras are scheduled to play
against Cal State Fullerton today at
2:00 at the west-|>end tennis courts.
All USD tennis enthusiasts are urged
to attend.

UNLV Defeats
Softballers
The Univ. of San Diego women's
Softball
team
played
two
doublheaders this past weekend in
Las Vegas against UNLV and came
away empty handed with losses of
5-1, 5-p2. 10-2 and 10-5. The Lady
Toreros are currently 4-11 and look
to bounce back this week at home
against Loyola Marymount on Tues
day and Cal Lutheran on Fri., Mar.
26 at 4:00 PM. USD then travels to
Riverside for a doubleheader on
Sat., Mr. 27 before returning home
on Sunday (Mar 28) for a make-up
doubleheader with LaVerne College
starting at 2:00 PM.
USD's pemesis this past weekend
and for the most part of the season
has been costly errors on defense
and inconsistent offensive punch. In
the opener, freshman pitcher Viola
Uribe pitched a 4 hitter, however, 6
team errors allowed UNLV to score
4 unearned runs. USD was paced by
Cheryl Galloway with 3 hits in 4 at
bats. USD collected only 2 hits in the
2nd game, both by junior Katie
Donohue. Freshmen Linda Ander
son and Sonna Solimine both had 2
hits apiece in the 3rd game while
sophomore Karen Grills had 2 hits in
the last contest.

CLASSIFIED
Services
Pederson Typing — Resumes,
multiple letters, term papers, tape
trans. Nr. SDSU 460-4654

Low cost fast service Professional
Typing: Letters. Term Papers,
Resumes, Thesis — Maryanne
Lacey 565-0891.
Pregnant? Troubled? Explore the
alternatives to abortion. Free professional counseling and services
available. San Diego Pro-Life
League 24 hour hotline, 583-LIFE.

Typing: Fast, professional serive at
reasonable rates. Call JoAnn,
276-0614.
High-Noon Graphics — needs
outgoing people to introduce ex
citing new concept to public. Full or
part time. Excellent earning &
management opportunities. Call
454-3202 or 571-3201 for personal
interview.
Typing/Editing term papers, theses,
etc. Fast, neat and accurate. M.A
English, Jay 449-9224.
7467 Mission Gorge
Santee, 92071
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Mens Crew Victors
Over USC Trojans
The 1982 USD Crew tasted sweet
victory this week by overpowering a
strong USC crew in the Freshman
and Varsity 8 events
The road trjp started out on Fri
day. when the team traveled to San
Pedro to compete against what look
ed to be one of the best USC Crews
in a long time After a good night's
sleep, the "troopers" arose at 5:00
a m. and got in a good two hours of
rowing before SC showed up
In the first event, the Freshman 8
competed in what proved to be a
"laugher" when the USD team easily
outpulled their opposition. USD
won by 4'/r boat lengths of open
water in that 2000 meter event.
The Junior Varsity did not have it
so easy, however. The young JV
was put up against the Trojan's
Lightweight Varsity. USD was

defeated in what proved to be an ex
citing race.
The Varsity 8 event was un
doubtedly the most exciting race of
the day. USD proved to be better
conditioned for the lengthy race and
won by a slim margin of one second,
defeating the burley Trojans. Varsity
Coach Steve Estes termed the race
to be the best one he'd ever coach
ed.
The next race scheduled for the
team will be on Saturday. April 3rd,
at the prestigious Crew Classic on
Mission Bay. The Classic attracts
such top crews as Harvard, Yale,
Navy, Pen and the defending
Copley Cup Champions, the
Washington Huskies. The Torero
Varsity will compete in the California
Cup against such opponents as
Stanford, Davis, Long Beach State,
and USC.

Toreros Open
SCBA Action
The Toreros begin Southern
California Baseball Association ac
tion this week when they take on the
Waves of Pepperdine University on
Tuesday, March 23 at 2:30 PM on
the USD diamond. On Friday the
26th Cal State Long Beach comes to
Alcala Park foi a 2:30 contest, and
then the Toreros travel to Long
Beach for a doubleheader beginning
at 12:00 Noon on Saturday the
27th.
In action last week the University
of San Diego beat Iona University
twice by scores of 10-6 and 7-1.
Against ninth ranked San Diego
State USD and the Aztecs finished
nine innings tied at six runs apiece
when the game was called due to
rain (the game will not be com
pleted). Last Friday's contest with
Point Loma was cancelled due to
poor playing conditions and will be
made up on Monday, April 12th at
2:30 PM
Freshmen thirdbaseman Laci
Nagypal and shortstop Paul Van
Stone lead the starters in hitting with
Laci batting at .344 and Paul at
.338. Also batting above .300 are
catcher Steve Sciacca (.325), out
fielder/designated hitter Martin Har

ris ( .324), first baseman Andy Asaro
(.318), and second baseman Bruce
Tomlinson ( .300). Asaro is on a hot
streak hitting safely in twelve straight
games.
Glenn Godwin has seen the most
action thus far on the mound gaining
a 7-0 record in nine appearances,
and has recorded 63 strikeouts in
sixty innings pitched while earning a
2.25 ERA. Two other pitchers have
seen regular duty in a starting role to
complement Godwin, with Scott
Williams carrying a 2.63 ERA in 38
innings pitched and Al Brehm has a
3.32 ERA in 41 innings pitched.
USD's record going into Con
ference is 15-6-1 and the Toreros
hope they can continue their success
as they reach the midpoint of one of
their best starts in recent years.
NEXT WEEK'S CONTEST:
Cal State Fullerton, Tuesday, March
30th at USD beginning at 2:30 PM.
Lewis/Clark, Wednesday, March
31st at USD beginning at 2:30 PM.
Cal State Los Angeles, Friday. April
2nd at CSLA beginning at 2:30 PM
Cal State Los Angeles, Saturday,
April 3rd at USD beginning at 12:00
Noon.

Mike Whitemarsh
Committs to USD
Grossmont college standout Mike
Whitmarsh, brother of USD guard
Rusty Whitmarsh, has indicated his
intention to attend the University of
San Diego in the fall. "Mike has
given us a verbal commitment that
he will sign a "National Letter of In
tent" on April 14th, and we are very
pleased with his decision," stated
Head Coach Jim Brovelli.
Mike, a 6'6" forward, had an ex
cellent year for the Grossmont Grif
fins receiving Honorable Mention
All-State Honors and was also se
cond in voting by the South Coast
Conference Coaches for Conference
MVP. He was tournament MVP in
both the Grossmont and Mesa Col
lege Tournaments, and finished in
the Top Ten in several statistical
categories in Conference and the
State.
Statistically Whitmarsh finished
the year ranked 25th in the State
and 3rd in the SCC in scoring
averaging 18.5 points per game. He
was seventh in the State in field goal

percentage (62%), 3rd in the SCC
in rebounding with 7.4 rpg. and
10th in Conference with 3.5 assists
per game.
Besides being recruited by USD.
other schools interested in Mike in
cluded Cal Berkeley, Hawaii. Utah,
UC Santa Barbara, and New Mexico
State
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Secretary of Communications
Dave Lincoln
My name is Dave Lincoln and 1
am running for Secretary of Com
munications. The Communications
position entails most importantly
putting out the monthly Social
Calendar and updating students on
a week to week basis with the
showboards around campus, table
tents in the dining areas, and flyers
on all the bulletin boards and
classrooms. 1 feel that 1 am well
qualified for this position due to the
experience 1 have obtained in the
past year.

This past year 1 have been Director
of the Sign Shop. In this directorship
I was in charge of production and
display of the large banners advertis
ing student events. Since this job is
also an important communication
aspect on campus, I have worked
directly with Carolyn Emme, present
Secretary of Communications.
Besides working Sign Shop, I've
helped in monthly production of the
A.S B. Social Calendar. Therefore,
I have learned the production steps
in putting out a good calendar. Also,

I was involved in the resulting larger
dimension calendar introduced this
semester, a vast improvement over
past years. Being up-to-date on
weekly events, I also have helped
change the showcases located on
campus.
If elected, I want especially to con
tinue on in the excellent vein which
Carolyn Emme has approached the
Secretary of Communications post
this year. The calendar has been an
excellent communicating tool to the
students this year and I will continue

that. I also want to do further repairs
on showcases that were done this
year. Another much needed job, is
the clearing of clutter amassed on
bulletin boards and classrooms,
helping them to look more neat and
to be more current. And lastly, I
would like to institute a Publicity
Committee that would coordinate
advertising all directorships under
one office.
In eding, I'd like to thank you for
your time and hope that you will
vote in the upcoming Elections.

and production of an award winning
high school newspaper, so 1 feel
confident in my abilities to organize
and keep the service efficient.
Signs and posters have also
become an effective way of publiciz
ing events. It is my intention to keep
this way of communications
available to all clubs and organiza
tions on campus, through easy ac
cess to the ASB sign shop.
Besides informing you, the
students, about events, the
Secretary of Communication is also
a member of the Executive Board,
Program Baord and Senate. This
enables the students to be

represented through me. I am in
terested in your ideas. I want you,
the students, to feel that you have a
representative voice of your own
needs. I have attended both Senate
and Program Board so I am familiar
with the procedures followed in both
of these meetings.
1 have many ideas and goals
which I look forward to ac
complishing. 1 am dedicated, consciencious and quite capable of pro
viding you with the best possible ser
vice.
Get the job done-RIGHT! Please
remember to vote Daryl-Lynn Lalli,
Secretary of Communications.

Daryl-Lynn Lalli
The office of Secretary of Com
munications is often in the shadow,
yet it is a vital part of the University's
operations. The service provided by
the office links the student body and
the ASB together by providing infor
mation about USD activities. Stu
dent participation is a major goal of
the ASB, therefore great importance
is placed on the office of Secretary of
Communications.
Being a commuter, 1 realized how
important it was for both commuters
and residents to be aware of "What's
happening on campus." It was for
this reason that I took the time to
become involved.

by Robert Clark Young

Since intersession, 1 have been
working with Carolyn Emme, the
current Secretary of Communica
tions, helping her to keep the
showcases in Serra and Camino/Founders up to date. These
showcases serve as an addition to
the monthly calendar in keeping us
informed about upcoming events.
In addition to the showcases, I
would like to continue the excellent
format of the monthly calendar,
which includes having it distributed
at least one week before the end of
the month, enabling students to
make plans early. I've had four years
of experience with the organization

IN SEARCH OF A LEGEND

I was over at Dave Bajo's house
the other day, drinking a couple of
beers and listening to After the Gold
Rush for the forty millionth time.
You know how it goes: / was lying in
a burnt out basement/With the full
moon in my eye/1 was hoping for
replacement/When the sun burst
through the sky/There was a band
playing in my head/And I felt like
getting high. This was genius, of
course, but to us it was more like
religion. Dave had been a Neil
Young fan since sixth grade, when
"Heart of Gold" hit number one,
and I had been a fanatical devotee
since viewing Rust Never Sleeps, a
film presenting the paradox of a thin,
aging, quite ugly singer who, by
some musical miracle, performed
dreamlike compositions superceding
anything by more mortal rockers.
Neil Young was god.
Dave and 1 had all sixteen of
God's albums. We were in the pro
cess of listening to Dave's entire col
lection, a fourteen hour operation. It
was a hot, hazy afternoon and we
were high on Neil and beer. It was
paradise. Then suddenly we felt
ready to burst through the ceiling —
we were have a Reactor meltdown.
As the high sharpened itself into a
heated frenzy, I began to wonder if
we were overdosing on Neil.
I looked over at Dave. He was
sweating, red in the face. He knock
ed over his beer with an epileptic jerk
of his arm. "I can't take it anymore,"
he gasped, then got up and walked
over to the stereo, pulled up the
record, and broke it over his knee.
"Dave!" I protested, horrified.
This was descration!
"It's not enough," he said, pacing
the room. "I need more than mere
RECORDS! More than music!" He
was shaking uncontrollably, going
through withdrawals.

"Hey hey, my my," I said
helplessly.
Dave was ranting now, on the
verge of being incoherent. "I need to
MEET Neil, to go to his house and
pet his dog and give candy to his kid
and sleep with his wife and sail on
his yacht. .
"Yeah!" I agreed. "Yeah!"
. .to enter his brain and
assume his personality and have a
TOTAL Neil experience!"
"Yeah! Yeah! The ultimate!"
"But how? How! He won't even
talk to Rolling Stone, for Chrisakes!"
We were maniacs. In the Writing
Clinic we had set up a Neil Young
Shrine which is there to this day. It
consists of a picture of Neil holding
up his hands like Christ at the last
supper, hair cascading over his
shoulders, beard flowing down his
chest. A candle sits to either side,
and we still bring fresh flowers daily.
This is what it means to be a
devotee.
"Neil. .
Dave kept mumbling,
. .Neil. . meet. . meet Neil
Young. . .1 wanna be friends
with. . .Neil Young. . .1 wanna
live with a cinnamon girl. .
All this had me thinking. Serious
ly, how might a person get to meet
our religious leader? Well, it would
help if you had his address and
phone number. But how could you
get those? I had a plan.
Like all members of Neil's church,
Dave and I both knew that Neil's
father, Scott Young, lives in Toron
to, Canada. My plan was to call
Neil's dad, pretending to be a record
producer who needed Neil's address
and phone. Good plan, no? A call to
directory assistance in Toronto gave
us Scott's number. We were on our
way!
"Hello?" somebody answered in a
Canadian accent.
"Hi, is this Scott Young?"

"Yes."
It was him! It was him! Neil
Young's dad! 1 was talking to him! I
resisted a strong impulse to say "Old
man take a look at my life, I'm a lot
like you were." Instead I gave him
the spiel.
After listening for two or three
minutes to my concocted story,
Scott said, "No, I'm sonry, I can't
release Neil's phone number or ad
dress."
"But. .
"Call his agent." And then he
hung up.
"Now what?" Dave wanted to
know. He looked extremely disap
pointed, as if his whole family had
been wiped out in a flash flood.
But I was in ecstacy. I had spoken
to the man who had begotten Neil!
My mind tumbled joyously through
fantasies of Canadian spermatoza
swimming in the Ontario night. If not
for that one brave cell 1 would today
have no record collection. . . .
Dave was depressed. He put on
another record. Neil crooned, Don't
let it bring you down /It's only castles
burning/Just find someone who's
turning/And you will come around.
Suddenly Dave was on the
phone. He called Warner Brothers
Records in Burbank, got Neil's
agent's number, then dialed that. I
listened attentively, like a visitor to
the Pope.
"Hi, this is Dave Bajo of the West
Coast Adoption Agency. I'm calling
for a Mister. . oh, what is
it. . Neil Young?. . .Yes, I need
to talk to him. . .No, it's
personal. . .Could you give me his
address and number?. . Oh, I
see. . .Well, could I leave a
message for him to call me here?"
Dave left his number with the
secretary. I could barely breathe.
Neil Young was going to call Dave
Bajo's house!

We stared in silence at the phone
for minutes on end. The only sound
was Neil on the stereo: Oh, ohhhh, I
believe in you.
Half an hour later the phone rang.
We cracked skulls jumping for it.
"It's mine! Mine!
No, it's mine!"
After a fierce struggle Dave had
the receiver. "Hello! "Hello" he
screamed frantically. "Yes, yes, this
is Dave Bajo! What? god damn it
Mom, get off the *!@*"% line!" And
he slammed the receiver down.
The days went by. Weeks passed.
We stopped going to classes. Neither
of us dared bathe. We grew beards.
We stared at the phone.
"Dave," I said one day, "if Neil
calls. .

"IF! IF! Oh my God, you said IF!
You doubted! Now he'll never call,
and it's all your fault!"
"No, I didn't mean it," I yelled at
the ceiling. "I didn't mean to say if."
But it was fruitless. 1 had doubted.

Dave banished me from his
house. Days later I ran into him at
school. "Give up?" I asked. "He
never called?"
"Never." He sighed.
"That's too bad. Well, I guess
disappointment is the price of obses
sion ."
"1 guess so. Say, Bob?"
"What?" •
"We need girlfriends."
I nodded, then walked sadly
away.

Sandoval, Pascale
(Continued from Page 1)

as a whole, and enable us to land
prestigious positions upon the
culmination of our education at
USD.
People have questioned our
reasoning for seeking election
together, so it is those inquisitions
we will now address. We feel that
consensus is essential for effective
student governance. Polarization at
the elected level can only impede
the fulfillment of student wants, and
produce another weak, easily
manipulated administration. We
share for eachother, not only a
mutual admiration, but a mutual
respect and most important, a
mutual trust.
As students, we realize and hope
you do also, that your concerns are
our concerns. Our hope is that you
will help elect the students who hold
your interests at heart. And
therefore, we would like to ask you
that on March 29 and 30 you vote

for Matty Sandoval, President, and
Chris Pascale, Vice-President. The
future is yours. Thank You.

ASB /Film Forum
Present a
Barbara Streisand
Film Festival
Monday, March 29
Funny Girl
Tuesday, March 30
What's Up Doc?
Wednesday, March 31
A Star Is Born
SLH 9 p.m.
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Secretary of Student Services
Carol Switzer
The Office of Secretary of Student
Services directly affects the entire
USD community. Under the proper
guidance it can provide a wealth of
much needed information concern
ing student needs. In the past year,
this office has grown to meet the in
creasing demands of the student
population. 1 intend to continue the
programs initiated in 1981-82
(Women's Opportunities Week, Stu

dent Health Pamphlet, Update on
Student Rights and Responsibiliesl
as well as implement a variety of new
resources and opportunities Last
year efforts were made to institute
the ASSIST program 1 will work on
the completion of this project. In ad
dition, I will work on providing a
Book Co-Op service enabling stu
dents to get a fair price out of their
books!

The key to accomplishing these
goals is based on experience and inihtive My background with the ASB
is multi-faceted. During the past year
I worked with the Secretary of Stu
dent Services and was able to
develop a strong sense of the needs
and concerns of the student popula
tion. I was able to aid in developing
solutions to these problems and thus
was able to identify with the office

and its demands As A S Office
Secretary I was not only working
with the A S. Administration but
with the student body as well. It is
this experience that will allow me to
insure the continued smooth opera
tion of Student Services and enable
it to grow 111 serve your needs! Elect
Carol Switzer, A S Secretary of Stu
dent Services!

off campus. Above all I will be
available to work for the students in
all areas needed; shorter lines in ac
counting, better parking, improved
safety, improve academic problems,
fewer housing problems and food
service matters.
For the past two years being in
volved in ASB I have seen problems
arise that we have solved such as ex
tended library hours, late night study
areas, expanded tutoring services
and the initiation of "Dead Week." I
have the experience and respon
sibility needed to best serve you.
Currently 1 am a Junior Senator and
have been involved in different areas

of student concerns. I am involved in
the Senator tutoring service. I am a
member of the InterClub Council
and I also work with other Senators
on such events as the upcoming
"Battle of the Classes " My efforts
also include helping the Financial
Aid Office with the federal aid peti
tion (C A S H. Week). Further
more, as a Senator I have tried to
keep the admission to ASB events to
a minimum while at the same time
ensuring that the Guilin Administra
tion does not go over budget.
From my experiences as Junior
Class Senator I have seen the ins
and outs of the ASB and 1 know how

to accomplish my goal of serving
you to the fullest. My main goals are:
1. Establish a food service policy
during the holidays.
2. Implement a safer and more ef
fective parking policy.
3. Follow through with Jessica
Watson's idea of establishing a cen
tral location for students to buy and
sell books to other students.
4. Work on any other problems
the students of USD may have.

remove from parents the legal
obligation to provide support for
education. 3. Concentrate our na
tions scarce aid resources on fulltime students as opposed to parttime or even half-time. Much is to be
said for life-long learning but en
couraging prolonging of progress
toward a student's first degree is not
in the best interest of student, nation,
ot taxpayer. 4. Require every stu
dent candidate for Federal gift aid to
first make some nominal contribu
tion to their education — either
through employment or loan. Let's
give all of our students a stake in
their education. 5. As one means of
encouraging satisfactory progress,
limit eligibility for Pell Grants
(BEOG) to 5 years.
We are concerned but we are also
confused —
We support the Administration's
efforts to encourage the States and
Students to do more to help
themselves. The SSIG Program did
just that, presumably rewarding
those States which did more than
those States which did not. One role
the Federal Government should not
abrogate is that of providing incen
tives to the States to help their
residents become better citizens.
SSIG does that at very little ad
ministrative cost to the government,
Our plea, based on pure logic, —
Don't Cut SSIG — but do demand
more of those States receiving it.

rowing more and working more, but
they cannot do it alone. They too
need some federal incentives. After
all, they are a national resource.
If many of those students lose the
Federal Funds which, with State and
Institutional Funds, make up their
necessary aid packages, they will
have no recourse but to transfer to
already overburdened public institu
tions. Of great significance is that
such a transfer will benefit no one
and create problems for all parties.
The students partial dependence on
Federal aid will shift to a full
dependence on State tax supported
subsidies, and this full subsidy will
have to be granted regardless of the
students need — or lack of it.
Taken in this context, we must
reach the inescpable conclusion that
private higher education, and well
directed financial aid in a balance of
grants, work, and loans is a genuine
bargain for the taxpayer nd for
government.
Finally, Satisfactory completion of
Higher Education is a major con
tribution to National Defense. Our
government's ability to quickly train
new members of the armed forces in
our highly technical and complex
machines and methods of modern
warfare is only as good as the level
and quality of education which these
people bring to the Services.
Whether as volunteers in the peace
time military or as draftees in the
event of rapid mobilization, the Arm
ed Forces will have to draw heavily
for its leadership on the young men
and women currently enrolled in
Colleges and Universities. Draft
registration may shorten mobilization
time by six weeks, but lack of
educated draftees could delay effec

Tom Burke
As Secretary of Student Services,
my first goal will be to make the ad
ministration aware of the problems
of the students. The administration
does not always know if the students
feel strongly about a problem and
this is where I come in. My respon
sibility will be to get your concerns to
the university, follow up on them,
and then have the policy im
plemented. There are many pro
blems that currently exist within the
university and 1 will be there to solve
them. This will be partially done
through the Student Life Commit
tee. I will chair this committee of
students from different areas on and

Financial Aid Cuts
either are or hope to be completing
their education in local area colleges
and universities this Fall.
As 1 promised yesterday, 1 am
enclosing some statistics which show
the very distressing impact of the
proposed cuts in Federal Student
Aid on students at the University of
San Diego.
Please note the following regard
ing the projected dollar loss:
1. Unlike the Guaranteed Student
Loans of recent past years, recipients
of aid under Pell Grants, Work
Study, SEOG, NDSL, and SSIG are
required to submit very complete
documentation of total family in
come and assets on which a very
thorough needs analysis is con
ducted by the College Scholarship
Service under Federally mandated
formulas and procedures.
The resource information submit
ted by students and their parents on
those programs is further validated
by professional Finanacial Aid Of
ficers through examination of such
documents as the IRS 1040 and
reports of non-taxable income such
as AFDC and Social Security.
2. These funds along with needbased GSL's provide a balanced mix
of grant, employment, and loan op
portunities to meet a student's need
after expected family contribution
and the students own expected sum
mer savings have been taken into
consideration.
3. USD, like most Independent In
stitutions is already contributing
heavily to student aid from its own
funds and from funds solicited from
other private donors in the com
munity. The 1.7 Million Dollars in
Federal Funds, which we receive
was more than matched by 3.1.
Million Dollars in student aid from
USD and other non-Federal donors
in 1981-82.
4. 938 of 1981-82's 1,584 needy
recipients of Federal Educational
Assistance would lose aid under the
proposed severe budget cuts in
1983-84. Of this number, we

I am looking forward to working
for you next year. Remember to vote
for RESPONSIBILITY and ASB EX
PERIENCE. Vote TOM BURKE.

(Continued from Page 3)

estimated that 374 would be so
seriously affected that they could not
continue their education.
5. In addition to a $1,048,685 loss
in these Programs, our students will
also experience a $100,000 loss in
Social Security benefits for which no
other source of funds is available.
I hope that these statistics will
evidence our deep concern for the
damaging effect on the future of
theseyoung people as well as on the
future of the nation. The Federal
Government does have a role to
play in determining equal opportuni
ty for all — not as the sole provider
but surely as a partner — since the
government will be tapping the end
products of that educational oppor
tunity in order to run the govern
ment, manage our armed forces,
and develop our nations economy.
The American taxpayer has a right
to expect that their tax dollars are be
ing wisely invested. Can there be a
better investment than in the educa
tion of tomorrow's problem solvers?
Financial Aid Officers are not op
posing legitimate economies in
reducing government costs. We do
applaud efforts to eliminate fraud
and abuse. We do want to be con
structively involved in helping to
direct funds to those with legitimate
need, those with the ability to benefit
from higher education, and those
with the determination to maintain
satisfactory progress toward a goal
which will enable them to become
productive members of society.
We are convinced that the
magnitude of the cuts is too large
and that the required savings could
be accomplished by changes in
regulations which would direct
available funds to those with highest
need. Five such methods of ac
complishing this would be to: 1.
Make Federal definition of an in
dependent student more restrictive,
thereby tapping legitimate parental
resources. 2. Only recognize legal
separations of parents rather than
"separations of convenience" which

The Administration is interested in
reducing the tax burden. Most
people welcome that. However, if
aid programs are abolished which
make it impossible for needy
students to attend Independent In
stitutions, this will prove counter
productive to the President's goal.
Independent Institutions have
long been doing what Mr. Reagan is
now advocating — reducing the
necessity for public support of
education be developing their own
resources. Needy students attending
Independent Colleges are accustom
ed to providing more self-help, bor

tive mobilization for four to six years.

In that sense, necessary aid to
students in higher education should
conceivable be considered part of
the Defense Budget which is current
ly receiving our Nation's highest
priority.
In like manner, the number and
quality of the graduates of our col
leges and universities is and will con
tinue to be a major factor in our na
tion's ability to develop a sound
economy at home, to complete succesfully in world markets, to deal ef
fectively with the cause and effect of
the human relations problems con
fronting us in the international
arena, and to reinstill our national
code of ethics and moral conduct.
Denying the nation tomorrow's
leaders in order to balance today's
budget could be a terrible price to
pay Aid to higher education could
be the best investment in a lasting
economic recovery and a better
country overall.
We must and will achieve
economies in every segment of the
nation. In higher education,
however, let us achieve those
economies by improving the delivery
system, in targeting aid to those who
can demonstrate both ability and
need, and not by randomly cutting
so deeply into essential programs
that we are denying ourselves
tomorrow's solution makers.
These views are shared by the
Financial Aid Officers in schools
across the nation. The concerns are
also nationwide, and affect more
than 100,000 college students and
their parents in the San Diego Area.
Thank you for listening,
Herbert E Whyte
Director of Financial Aid

1982 Summer Supplemental Financial Aid Application will
be available Monday March 29th, in the Financial Aid Office. To be
considered for summer financial aid, students must have a 1981-82 or
1982-83 Student Aid Application for California (SAAC) or Financial
Aid Form (FAF) on file in the Financial Aid Office.
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at a theatre near you!
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